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User resistance has been identified as a factor in information systems implementation
failures in the health care industry. RFID, radio frequency identification, is being incorporated
into new health care information systems in order to effect cost reductions by tracking,
identifying and monitoring individuals and medical items. This is the first study to research the
relative contributions of vendor trust and IT artifact trust components to user resistance and, as
a result, makes a unique contribution to the information systems literature. An understanding
of the degree to which technology adoption behavioral beliefs, and particularly system trust,
affect user resistance towards information systems implementation is necessary before
effective information systems strategies can be created to bolster user trust, reduce
viii

implementation failure rates and increase the likelihood of successful information systems
adoptions.
The purpose of this research is to study the degree to which medical clinic employees’
vendor trust and IT artifact trust components contribute to user resistance, and to determine
the relationships between trust beliefs, technology adoption beliefs and user resistance. The
Theory of Reasoned Action is used to integrate these factors in a technology adoption
framework. A cross-sectional, quantitative, positivist survey research design was chosen to
measure the technology adoption behavioral beliefs and user resistance intentions of hospital
employees working in medical clinics. Survey data was collected from 59 hospital employees
across three clinics. PLS, partial least squares, was used to analyze both the measurement
model and structural equation model. The results showed that perceived benevolence/integrity
in the IT artifact had the only significant direct effect on user resistance.
The theoretical contributions of this research are determining the extent to which
system trust components contribute to user resistance, identifying system trust antecedents,
and incorporating technology adoption factors in a user resistance model. Contextual
contributions include researching an RFID information system that tracks the location of medical
clinic employees, and studying an information system shortly after implementation. This
research will help inform information systems stakeholders on where to concentrate resources
and efforts, particularly vendor trust and perceived benevolence/integrity in the IT artifact trust,
in reducing user resistance towards a new implementation.
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1. Introduction
The health care industry worldwide is under tremendous pressure to lower costs as a
result of steady increases in health care costs as a percentage of GDP in the past (OECD Health
Data 2008, December 08 2008; Plunkett 2008). Skyrocketing health care costs are especially
acute in the United States, which had the highest per capita costs in 2009 at approximately
$8,086, or 17.6% of GDP (National Health Expenditures 2009 Highlights 2009) although many
population health measures are well below that of other OECD countries (OECD Health Data
2008, December 08 2008). The ramifications of these steadily increasing costs are the eventual
degradation of quality of care and the looming collapse of both the Medicare and Medicaid
system (Lopes 2007). Consequently, the United States government and the health care industry
is turning to advanced information technologies to help implement cost reduction strategies
(Federal Health IT Strategic Plan 2009).
RFID, radio frequency identification, is one of the technologies being incorporated into
new health care information systems in order to effect cost reductions through the ability to
track, identify and monitor individuals and medical items. Among the cost-reducing health care
applications of RFID technologies are decreasing inventory shrinkage and lost employee time
spent searching for medical equipment (Leonidas Jr 2007; Page 2007; Attaran 2009; Christianson
2008; Glabman and Bruno 2004), improving patient flow (Leonidas Jr 2007; Innovating surgical
workflow 2006; Janz, Pitts, and Otondo 2005), curtailing drug errors (Leonidas Jr 2007; Attaran
2009; McGrady et al. 2010), and monitoring lab results and temperature of perishable medical
items (Attaran 2009; McGrady et al. 2010).
Unfortunately, a high failure rate of information systems implementation exists in the
health care industry (Connolly 2005) and user resistance has been identified as a factor in some
1

of these past failures (Doolin 2004; Lapointe and Rivard 2005; Wilson and Howcroft 2005). User
resistance to new RFID personnel location tracking information systems may be increased due
to performance exposure concerns and lead to higher information systems implementation
failure rates. Properly implemented and adopted, information systems reduce costs because
individuals do not have to constantly instantiate manual work processes that have been
automated (Hieb 2007). However, the success of these systems lies in their acceptance and use.
An understanding of the degree to which technology adoption behavioral beliefs, and
particularly system trust beliefs, affect user resistance towards information systems
implementation is necessary before effective information systems strategies can be created to
bolster user trust in reducing implementation failure rates and increasing the likelihood of
successful information systems adoptions. The purpose of this research is to study the degree
to which medical clinic employees’ trust in a vendor and trust in the IT artifact each contribute
to user resistance towards an information systems implementation, and to determine the
relationships between trust beliefs, technology adoption beliefs and user resistance. The
research approach taken is positivist and quantitative in order to explain how individual factors
are related to user resistance behavioral intentions, to what degree these factors contribute to
user resistance behavioral intentions, and to generalize the findings. Because users may choose
to adopt or resist an IS implementation, a common technology adoption framework may be
used to incorporate technology antecedents into a user resistance model (Martinko 1996; Kim
and Kankanhalli 2009; Bhattacherjee and Hikmet 2007). This study uses the Theory of Reasoned
Action, TRA, to integrate user resistance, multi-dimensional conceptualizations of trust in a
vendor and trust in the IT artifact, trusting bases, and technology adoption factors such as social
norms, perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness. This study investigates those factors
2

that are relevant in user resistance on the part of employees in a RFID employee location
tracking information system implementation at medical clinics of a Northeastern American
hospital.
With respect to information system implementation, user resistance emerges from
threats that can include the status quo being negatively affected (Kim and Kankanhalli 2009;
Lapointe and Rivard 2005) and has been identified as a significant reason for the
underutilization, delays and non-adoption of information systems (Doolin 2004; Lapointe and
Rivard 2005; Wagner and Newell 2007; Wilson and Howcroft 2005).

Radio frequency

identification (RFID) applications used to track employees may present a threat by exposing
performance characteristics that may be used to control them, thus resulting in a loss of power
or autonomy (Keen 1981; Markus 1983). Systems trust – represented by the constructs of
competence, integrity and benevolence – can reduce user resistance by reducing a user’s
perception of a threat from an information system implementation by assuring the individual
that the IT artifact and the system vendor will not engage in threatening behavior through
opportunistic acts (McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002).
Trust in information technology artifacts and in the supporting organization has been
shown to be positively related to intentions to use technology (Awad and Ragowsky 2008;
Bélanger and Carter 2008; Bhattacherjee 2002; Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003; Kim 2008;
Kim, Shin, and Lee 2009; Kim and Ahn 2007; Komiak and Benbasat 2006; Li, Hess, and Valacich
2008; Lowry et al. 2008; McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002; McKnight, Choudhury, and
Kacmar 2002; Nicolaou and McKnight 2006; Qureshi et al. 2009; Slyke et al. 2006; Turel, Yuan,
and Connelly 2008; Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, and Straub 2008; Wang and Benbasat 2005; Wu
and Chen 2005). Studies in IS systems trust have concentrated on trust in a vendor (Gefen 2004;
3

Goo et al. 2009; Heiskanen, Newman, and Eklin 2008), trust in a combination of both the vendor
and the technology (Awad and Ragowsky 2008; Bhattacherjee 2002; Connolly and Bannister
2007; Cyr 2008; Cyr et al. 2009; Dinev et al. 2006; Everard and Galletta 2005; Gefen, Karahanna,
and Straub 2003; Heijden, Verhagen, and Creemers 2003; Kim and Benbasat 2006, 2009; Kim
2008; Kim, Shin, and Lee 2009; Kim, Xu, and Koh 2004; Lim et al. 2006; Lowry et al. 2008;
McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002; McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002; Pavlou and
Fygenson 2006; Pavlou, Huigang, and Yajiong 2007; Pennington, Wilcox, and Grover 2003;
Qureshi et al. 2009; Rustagi, King, and Kirsch 2008; Sia et al. 2009; Slyke et al. 2006; Torkzadeh
and Dhillon 2002; Turel, Yuan, and Connelly 2008) and, more recently, trust in the IT artifact
itself (Li, Hess, and Valacich 2008; Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, and Straub 2008; Wang and
Benbasat 2005, 2007, 2008). Because users’ interaction with an IT artifact in this study consists
of the RFID receivers mounted throughout the clinic and an RFID tag that is physically clipped on
to a person’s clothing, this doctoral study affords the ability to examine IT artifact trust as a
separate but related phenomena from vendor trust. In addition, employee concerns about the
RFID information system exposing their performance may cause users to regard the competence
of the IT artifact differently from how they perceive the systems’ benevolence and integrity. As
the relationship between information systems vendor trust and the trust components in the IT
artifact has not been fully researched, this study asks the following research question:
RQ1a: How are trust in the vendor and perceived competence in the IT artifact related?
RQ1b: How are trust in the vendor and perceived benevolence and integrity in the IT artifact
related?
Unfortunately, information systems implementations in general have had a high failure
rate estimated to range from 50% to as high as 84% (Klaus, Wingreen, and Blanton 2010). The
4

health care industry has not been immune and research studies have reported failures of
various medical information systems (Doolin 2004; Lapointe and Rivard 2005; Wilson and
Howcroft 2005).

David J. Brailer, the United States coordinator for health information

technology, estimates that the failure rate of electronic health records information systems is up
to 30% (Connolly 2005). User resistance is a factor that has often been blamed for the failure of
information systems implementations (Ferneley and Sobreperez 2006; Kim and Kankanhalli
2009; Klaus, Wingreen, and Blanton 2010). Although user resistance is not necessarily bad in
that it can uncover flaws with the information system (Markus 1983) and prevent adoption of
poorly designed technology or the assignment of especially burdensome work to users, user
resistance can result in costly delays, underutilization or rejection of the technology (Doolin
2004; Lapointe and Rivard 2005; Wagner and Newell 2007; Wilson and Howcroft 2005).
User resistance arises from perceived threats (Bhattacherjee and Hikmet 2007; Lapointe
and Rivard 2005) that may manifest as net equity changes (Joshi 1991; Kim and Kankanhalli
2009; Wilson and Howcroft 2005), changes in power (Bartos 2008; Doolin 2004; Markus 1983;
Sayer 1998) or attributions (Martinko 1996). Increased trust reduces the trustor’s perception
that a threat exists of the trustee acting opportunistically and that net benefits will accrue from
a relationship with the trustee (McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002).

Although the

connection between system trust and user resistance may appear to be obvious, the
relationship is complicated because trust is a multi-dimensional construct consisting of
competence, integrity and benevolence (McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002) where,
conceptually, not all three components necessarily co-vary (Wang and Benbasat 2005). In the
case of an information system that users do not want implemented, an increase in perceived
competence of the trustee may result in increased user resistance whereas increased levels of
5

perceived integrity and benevolence may instead decrease user resistance. Trust and distrust
processes are different and may be inconsistent for an individual (Komiak and Benbasat 2008).
This study examines how low levels of trust lead to increased user resistance and how high
levels of trust reduce user resistance but does not research the relationship between user
distrust and user resistance.
The factors that significantly influence user behaviors have been found to be different in
the initial stages of an information systems implementation than for later stages.

In initial

stages of an information system, user resistance is based on individual responses (Lapointe and
Rivard 2005), system trust is determined by the trust antecedent foundations other than past
experience (Li, Hess, and Valacich 2008; McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002) and subjective
norms are a significant determinant of technology adoption, although voluntariness is not
(Karahanna, Straub, and Chervany 1999).

During later stages of information systems

implementations, a combination of individual and group responses drive user resistance
(Lapointe and Rivard 2005), system trust is predominantly determined by knowledge-based past
experience (Bhattacherjee 2002; Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003) and voluntariness of
technology adoption becomes a significant factor (Karahanna, Straub, and Chervany 1999).
Moreover, the user resistance literature, where qualitative case studies predominate, has
concentrated on post-implementation interactions between users and the system (Beaudry and
Pinsonneault 2005; Doolin 2004; Ferneley and Sobreperez 2006; Lapointe and Rivard 2005;
Markus 1983; Sutanto et al. 2008). Furthermore, there have been a number of quantitative
studies that have integrated trust with technology adoption (Gefen 2004; Gefen, Karahanna,
and Straub 2003; Pavlou and Fygenson 2006; Wang and Benbasat 2005; Wu and Chen 2005) and
two quantitative studies that have integrated user resistance with technology adoption
6

(Bhattacherjee and Hikmet 2007; Kim and Kankanhalli 2009). However, there is a research gap
in studying user resistance and systems trust within a technology adoption framework during
the initial stages of an information systems implementation. Therefore, this study asks the
following research questions:
RQ2a: What is the contribution of trust in the vendor to user resistance towards an
information system implementation?
RQ2b: What is the contribution of perceived competence in the IT artifact to user resistance
towards an information system implementation?
RQ2c: What is the contribution of perceived benevolence and integrity in the IT artifact to
user resistance towards an information system implementation?
There have been a number of studies that have affirmed the trust antecedent
relationship between disposition to trust others (DTT) to system trust and between perceived
ease of use (PEOU) to system trust in the context of technology acceptance (Bélanger and Carter
2008; McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002; Wang and Benbasat 2008; Gefen, Karahanna,
and Straub 2003; Wang and Benbasat 2005; Wu and Chen 2005). However, there is a research
gap in studying the relationship between trusting bases and system trust in a user resistance
context. Therefore, this study asks the following research questions:
RQ3: What is the contribution of disposition to trust others (DTT) to trust in the vendor?
RQ4a: What is the contribution of perceived ease of use (PEOU) to trust in the vendor?
RQ4b: What is the contribution of perceived ease of use (PEOU) to perceived competence in
the IT artifact?
RQ4c: What is the contribution of perceived ease of use (PEOU) to perceived benevolence and
integrity in the IT artifact?
7

Comprehensive information systems research conducted on information systems
adoption has found consistent relationships between beliefs and behavioral intentions (Davis
1989; Davis, Bagozzi, and Warshaw 1989; Taylor and Todd 1995; Venkatesh et al. 2003; Klaus,
Wingreen, and Blanton 2010). Technology adoption and user resistance are related because
users may choose to adopt or resist an IS implementation (Kim and Kankanhalli 2009). As a
result, a theoretical framework may be used to meld technology antecedents into a model
explaining user resistance (Martinko 1996; Kim and Kankanhalli 2009). However, technology
adoption and user resistance are not opposites (Bhattacherjee and Hikmet 2007) because user
resistance can encompass behaviors beyond that of avoiding or refusing to use the system
(Lapointe and Rivard 2005; Senn 1978). Few studies have researched the relationship of
technology adoption beliefs to user resistance behavioral intentions. Kim and Kankanhalli
(2009) found that perceived value, or usefulness of the system, had a direct negative effect on
user resistance but subjective norms in the form of colleague opinions did not have a direct
effect on user resistance. In a theoretical paper, Joshi (1991) posits that system usefulness has a
negative relationship with user resistance because system usefulness increases positive
outcomes for the individual. Because there is a research gap in exploring the direct and indirect
relationship between technology adoption beliefs and user resistance, this study asks the
following research questions:
RQ5:

What is the contribution of perceived usefulness to user resistance towards an

information system implementation?
RQ6:

What is the contribution of subjective norms to user resistance towards an

information system implementation?

8

Although several studies have affirmed the relationships between system trust,
perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness within the context of technology acceptance
(Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003; Wang and Benbasat 2005; Wu and Chen 2005), there is a
research gap exploring these relationships within the context of user resistance. Therefore, this
study asks the following research questions:
RQ7a: What is the contribution of trust in the vendor to perceived usefulness?
RQ7b: What is the contribution of perceived competence in the IT artifact to perceived
usefulness?
RQ7c: What is the contribution of perceived benevolence and integrity in the IT artifact to
perceived usefulness?
RQ8: What is the contribution of perceived ease of use to perceived usefulness?
This research will help inform investors, project sponsors and information systems
practitioners on where to concentrate resources and efforts; particularly whether to increase
vendor trust, perceived competence in the IT artifact and/or perceived benevolence and
integrity in the IT artifact, in reducing user resistance towards a new implementation.
Contextual contributions to the IS literature include researching an RFID information system
that tags and tracks the location of medical clinic employees, and studying an information
system just after implementation but before organization-wide regular use. In the next chapter,
the background of this study will be described. Subsequent chapters will cover the relevant
literature review, the theoretical model and its hypotheses, data collection and analysis, and a
discussion of the results.

The final chapter will cover the study’s potential theoretical,

contextual and practical implications and limitations. Suggestions for future research will also
be addressed.
9

2. Background
2.1 Health care industry and RFID implementations
The health care provider industry in the United States in 2006 was the country’s largest
industry with 14 million jobs and 580,000 establishments (Healthcare 2008). As of 2009, the
United States spent 17.6% of GDP on health care for a per capita expenditure of $8086
(National Health Expenditures 2009 Highlights 2009) almost double of the 8.9% of GDP for the
average of 33 OECD nations (OECD Health Data 2008, December 08 2008). On February 17,
2009, President Barack Obama signed the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
into law (Obama and Biden 2009). Part of this wide reaching act provides $147.7 billion for
health care of which $19 billion is specifically allocated for health care information technology
(One Hundred Eleventh Congress of the United States of American: At the First Session H.R. 1
2009) in order to reduce health care costs. This is an exciting time for the study of health care
information systems with tremendous resources at stake riding on their successful
implementations.
RFID, radio frequency identification, information systems are increasingly being used in
health care organizations because of their small size, portability and the ability to track, identify
and monitor individuals and medical items (McGrady et al. 2010) in cost cutting efforts. In 2008,
the healthcare RFID market was approximately $2.45 billion, and over 25 million RFID tags were
supplied to healthcare institutions (McGrady et al. 2010). Although only 23% of all hospitals
surveyed by Perceptions Solutions, Inc. for Hospital Supply Chain Technology reported using
RFID technology, an additional 21% of hospitals indicated they planned to purchase an RFID
system, making it the most frequently listed new information systems to be procured (Carpenter
and Hoppszallern 2007). Hundreds of hospitals indicate that they plan to install new RFID
10

systems or upgrade existing ones(Carpenter and Hoppszallern 2007). Moreover, 69% of hospital
executives indicated that RFID systems are an area of strategic importance and focus for their
organizations (Carpenter and Hoppszallern 2007).
Although early use of RFID has been in applications for emergency departments,
operating rooms or pilot programs operating but on a single floor (Page 2007), RFID systems are
now enterprise-wide in scope and can encompass entire health care networks such as the
Intermountain Health Care System in Utah and Idaho, who use an RFID system to increase the
speed and improve accuracy of laboratory tests in over 21 hospitals and 100 clinics (McGrady et
al. 2010). The three main areas of RFID applications have been to track, identify and monitor
(McGrady et al. 2010). Health care RFID applications include (Leonidas Jr 2007; Attaran 2009;
Christianson 2008; McGrady et al. 2010)
1. asset tracking of medical equipment, implants and drugs
2. patient identification and automated status updates
3. patient tracking to improve patient workflow and for monitoring purposes in emergency
rooms
4. matching babies, blood samples, drugs and dosages, and medical equipment to patients
5. monitoring lab results, specimens, and the temperature of perishable medical items
6. resource management such as room and bed turnover
7. surgical suite applications such as tracking surgical sponges to account for all of them at
the end of a patient’s surgery
8. process automation through automated data entry and event triggered actions by the
tags
9. prevention of counterfeit drugs
11

Implementing an RFID system to track assets is easily justifiable through a cost/benefit
analysis that takes into account inventory shrinkage (Leonidas Jr 2007) through theft, loss, and
expiration of products. In 2003, the inability to account for $4 million of medical equipment
consisting of 20,000 items led Jackson Memorial Hospital in Miami to begin planning for a new
RFID system (Glabman and Bruno 2004). Implementing RFID-based tracking equipment,
estimated to range from $200,000 to $600,000 for a medium sized hospital, can also save costs
by drastically reducing the amount of time staff spends searching for equipment and decreasing
inventories because equipment is no longer lost or stolen (Page 2007).
A large Oklahoma City health care provider tagged high value hernia meshes in an acute
care facility to ensure that the high value items did not expire before attempts to use them
(Attaran 2009). Bon Secours St. Mary’s Hospital in Richmond, VA implemented an active RFID
system that tagged 12,000 mobile medical equipment items for tracking purposes (Glabman
and Bruno 2004). The system was implemented in response to an engineering study that
discovered that employees were losing between one fourth to one third of their time looking for
equipment and approximately 10% in inventory was being lost because various medical items
were leaving the premises. Patients were going home with knee exercisers from physical
therapy and other medical items in their patient rooms, and ambulances were leaving with
hospital infusion pumps. The RFID system reduced inventory losses by triggering an alert
whenever the medical equipment left the building. In a similar case, Advocate Good Shepard
Hospital in Barrington, IL, reduced the inventory loss rate from 10% per year to 5% per year
after one year of using an RFID system to track medical equipment; worker productivity also
increased (Glabman and Bruno 2004).
12

Another frequent application of RFID systems is to improve patient flow through the
health care system (Attaran 2009; McGrady et al. 2010; Leonidas Jr 2007). PeriOptimum’s RFID
PathFinder System clips active RFID tags to the patient’s IV bags in order to track patient
locations, improve throughput in surgical services, and optimize resource use in perioperative
care (Innovating surgical workflow 2006). The tracking information is constantly updated and
presented on either large-screen displays or clinical workstations.

Workflow is improved

because decision making by operating room directors and managers about room and resource
assignments is facilitated by the patient tracking information and nurses do not need to log
patient movements as they progress through the medical procedures.
The Elvis Presley Memorial Trauma Unit of the Shelby County Regional Medical Center
implemented one of the first RFID patient tracking systems, replacing an existing bar code
system in the process, to improve patient flow (Janz, Pitts, and Otondo 2005). The previous bar
code system was only able to account for approximately 25% of the patient’s visit out of an
actual total of 10 to 12 hours. With the new RFID system, patients wore ankle bracelets with
passive RFID tags that operated automatically and the system was able to account for 80% of
the patient’s visit. The RFID system identified a possible source of patient flow delays regarding
x-Ray, cat scan, and MRI tests. Although patients appeared to be processed within acceptable
times, some patients were left waiting for extended periods of time before they were brought
back.
Tagging of drugs is another set of RFID applications. In a major hospital in Taiwan,
medical errors are reduced because medicine and dosages are tagged so patients get the proper
medicine in the correct dosage and data gathering is automated (Attaran 2009). In 2005, the US
Food and Drug Administration compliance request to tag individual bottles of drugs most
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susceptible to counterfeiting led to Pfizer spending $5 million tagging Viagra (McGrady et al.
2010).
The use of RFID applications in health care has not been limited to cost reduction but
has also been applied in improving patient care. An outpatient cancer care facility associated
with the Providence St. Joseph Medical Center in Burbank, CA implemented an RFID system so
that a patient’s preference in music, lighting and temperature would be detected when the
patient entered a patient room which would be automatically adjusted (Cancer center's RFID
system puts comfort first 2011). The RFID system also includes event triggered notifications
that automatically inform clinical staff when patients can be accepted for medical procedures
thereby permitting patients to visit the cancer center’s garden while waiting to be seen.
Although medical equipment, resources, patients, and medical results have been tagged in
previous healthcare RFID system implementations, there have been few RFID applications that
have tagged healthcare professionals to improve clinic performance such as the one in this
research study.
A general rationale for implementing information systems in order to reduce costs is
that information technology can be used to sustain value from improvement efforts (Hieb 2007).
Manual process improvement efforts are typically only effective as long as individuals are
actively devoting their time and energy to the effort. Although benefits accrue at the beginning,
as soon as other projects gain in priority the individuals involved in the original project become
passive participants and the benefits diminish (Hieb 2007). An automated approach to process
improvement efforts involving information technology has a similar initial phase where
individuals have to actively devote their time and energy in the adoption of the technology.
However, once the processes are implemented in the system and the individuals faithfully
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appropriate the system, benefits continue to accrue even though individuals have become
passive participants because the system does the work of remembering details and coordinating
the processes (Hieb 2007). However, to reap these benefits, the information systems have to be
adopted. As of 2007, only twenty-three percent of all US hospitals used RFID information
systems (Carpenter and Hoppszallern 2007). The next section will describe the research setting.
2.2 Research Setting
The setting for this research study is a Northeastern American hospital. The hospital is
located in a major city with a number of medical clinics throughout the metropolitan area. The
hospital recently embarked upon an RFID project to study clinic workflow by assigning active
RFID tags to employees and patients in medical clinics to gather information to be used in an
attempt to streamline operations. There are signs that user resistance is occurring in some
clinics, as evidenced by employees constantly having to be reminded to wear the RFID employee
tags, front desk staff intermittently assigning RFID tags to patients, and employee complaints
concerning the new system and associated processes. Yet, there are also variations in the
employee response evidenced by a failure of the system in one clinic but a successful adoption
of the system in another clinic that helped improve workflow by reorganization of their medical
assistants. These clinic settings are therefore a useful context in which to test a research model
of employee user resistance that integrates employee trust in a vendor and in an IT artifact with
technology acceptance constructs.
A key factor in this study is that the RFID team, headed by Dr. R, operates as a vendor to
the clinics by presenting the RFID technology. The hospital’s geographically dispersed clinics are
led by clinic managers who operate autonomously when deciding whether or not to adopt
innovative medical technology that is not already standard in all locations for the purpose of
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improving operations. The project has to garner the approval of the clinic manager whose clinic
has to make a valuable investment in both pre-implementation and post-implementation time
to adopt the RFID system. After the RFID system becomes operational, Dr. R and the clinic
manager meet with health care professionals and support staff to present the purpose of the
RFID study and allay fears of misuse of privacy information collected by the system. The staff is
informed that that employee breaks are not tracked and that all of the data is anonymized
through removal of personal identification from each database record.

In addition to

conducting the research study, the author of this paper created programs to automate
generation of co-location data from the RFID system’s raw SQL data.
3. Literature Review
This chapter covers the relevant literature review for the three areas of research that
inform this study – user resistance, information system trust, and the technology adoption
framework – on user resistance to an RFID employee location tracking information system.
First, the definitions, classifications and studies of user resistance will be explored. Second,
systems trust antecedents and consequents will be investigated. Finally, a survey of information
technology models based on the Theory of Reasoned Action will be conducted.
3.1 User Resistance
User resistance has been identified as a reason for IS system underutilization, delays and
failures in recent IS research in health care information systems. In an acute care hospital,
physician resistance to an electronic medical records (EMR) system was so aggressive that, as a
result, the CEO of the hospital was fired; the hospital was placed in a trusteeship and the EMR
system was eventually abandoned (Lapointe and Rivard 2005). At the Eldersite Hospital in
England, nurse’s resistance to a nurse information system led to the declaration of the failure of
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the project (Wilson and Howcroft 2005).

In a study of a casemix medical management

information system at a hospital, physician resistance led to a high degree of system
underutiltization (Doolin 2004). Six years after the implementation of the system, there was
only sporadic use by individual doctors. An implementation of an EMR system at a university
hospital was resisted by surgeons who successfully had the EMR system removed from their
units by colluding with other physicians (Lapointe and Rivard 2005).
Studies of user resistance in other fields have also found a range of behaviors towards
information systems implementations. Workers in a garment company regularly sabotaged the
information system by physically disabling the keyboard and/or mouse in order to effect
stoppages at the end of the day when they thought they had completed enough work (Ferneley
and Sobreperez 2006). Bank account managers engaged in physical sabotage, avoidance,
turnover and refusal to use the information system, resulting in underutilization; there were
employees who had still not used the system by the end of the study (Beaudry and Pinsonneault
2005). Middle management at an Australian public sector organization resisted a new email
system and was successful in preventing its original intended use towards business process reengineering (Sayer 1998).
This literature review section on user resistance will begin with definitions of user
resistance and classifications of user resistance behaviors, and finally identify gaps in the user
resistance research stream with respect to information systems implementations and
methodologies used to study the phenomenon.
3.1.1 Definitions of user resistance
In the information systems literature, not only is there is a lack of accord concerning a
definition of user resistance, but some definitions are self-referential and include the words
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resist or resistance. The two approaches to defining user resistance have been either from a
group perspective or from an individual perspective. Sayer (1998) employs a group lens in
positing that resistance arises from the struggle when attempted changes to socially constructed
existing power structures take place and the mutual support required to continue instantiations
of the structure fragments. The other means of defining user resistance is predicated on an
individual’s opposition to elements associated with the technology. Markus (1983) defines
resistance as “the behaviors intended to prevent the implementation or use of a system or to
prevent system designers from achieving their objectives” provided that an individual’s use of
the system is critical to the operation of the system. “Resistance can be identified when a
person engages in behavior that may result in the disruption or removal of a system that is
interdependently used by others as well as by that person.” Variations of Markus’s definition
can be found in subsequent studies in user resistance. Klaus et al (2010) denotes user resistance
as users’ opposition to system implementation. Kim and Kankanhalli (2009) characterizes user
resistance as “opposition of a user to change associated with a new IS implementation.”
Ferneley and Sobreperez (2006) defines workforce resistance as the negative behavior of system
users that may affect the success of system designers or of the system implementation. Doolin
(2004) defines resistance as the reactions of users in the form of challenging or thwarting
behaviors towards the systems and rules imposed on them. Bhattacherjee and Hikmet (2007)
instead define user resistance as an attitude rather than a behavior. In their study, user
resistance is “a generalized opposition to change engendered by the expected adverse
consequences of change” from the status quo caused by IT usage.
In an attempt to formalize the definition of user resistance, Lapointe and Rivard (2005)
conducted a semantic decomposition to arrive at five basic common primitives: resistance
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behaviors, object of resistance, subject of resistance, initial conditions, and perceived threats.
“Behavior is the primary dimension of resistance” and may be apathetic, passive, active or
aggressive. This research synthesizes a general definition of user resistance, based on Lapointe
and Rivard’s (2005) framework and Kim and Kankanhalli’s (2009) definition, as the “opposition
of a user to change associated with a new IS implementation” whose collection of behaviors
may range from passive uncooperativeness to aggressive destructiveness towards an object
associated with a new information system implementation that threatens the user’s status quo.
The next section draws on this perspective to explore the range of user resistance behaviors and
their classifications.
3.1.2 Classifications of User Resistance Behaviors
Not only has there been a lack of consensus about the definition of user resistance, but
there is also a lack of consensus for what behaviors qualify as user resistance and of how to
classify such behaviors.

Although user resistance behaviors have been categorized along

different factors, the concept of passive resistance and active resistance appears in a number of
taxonomies. Senn (1978) identified three categorizations of user resistance – aggression,
projection and avoidance. The first category, aggression, is an active attack on the information
system either to disable it or make it ineffective. The second category, avoidance, is a passive
means of resisting through withdrawal or avoidance of interactions with the information system
so as to underutilize, delay usage of or outright refuse to use the system. The third category of
user resistance is projection, which are the means by which the other forms of user resistance
may be “energized” such as making negative comments about the information system.
Joseph (2010) further partitions the categories of passive and active resistance.
Individuals exhibiting active resistance are subdivided into two groups 1) rejecters who refuse to
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adopt the technology and 2) postponers who delay adoption of the technology. Individuals who
are passive resisters are further segmented into groups who are 1) unaware of the technology
and are 2) neutral towards the technology but have knowledge of it.
Lapointe and Rivard (2005) instead refine the distinction between passive and
aggressive resistance to create a measurement scale that further classifies user resistance
behaviors into four increasing levels – “apathy, passive resistance, active resistance and
aggressive resistance.” User resistance behaviors arising from apathy include “inaction, distance
and lack of interest” (Lapointe and Rivard 2005). Expressions of passive resistance behaviors
include delaying usage of the information system, withdrawal of interactions with the new
information system or continuing to use the previous system. Manifestations of active user
resistance are short of destructive and include making negative comments about the new
information system, requesting the intervention of others and the formation of factions.
Destructive acts such as deliberate sabotage of the IS implementation, “infighting, making
threats, strikes, [or] boycotts” (Lapointe and Rivard 2005) comprise aggressive user resistance
behaviors.
Kim and Kankanhalli (2009) create an alternative user resistance measurement scale
consisting of four levels of user resistance but the concepts of active and passive resistance are
partitioned based on whether the behavior is covert or overt. The resulting four categories are
ranked from low to high resistance: 1) not complying – covert and passive resistance, 2) not
cooperating – covert and active resistance, 3) not agreeing – overt and passive resistance, and 4)
opposing/obstructing – overt and active resistance.
There are a few divergent approaches to identifying and classifying resistance behaviors
that are not based on the dichotomy of passive versus active behaviors. Martinko (1996)
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categorizes resistance behaviors based on the degree of interaction between the individual and
the information system: lack of use, low levels of use, and dysfunctional / harmful use.
Information systems avoidance is a subcategory of user resistance defined by Kane and Labianca
(2011) where an individual consciously avoids using an information system after it has been
implemented. Information systems avoidance is a mild user resistance response rather than an
extreme reaction like sabotage or physically damaging the system. Keen (1981) classifies user
resistance strategies to an information systems implementation into that of diverting resources,
deflecting goals, or dissipating energies.
Ferneley and Sobreperez (2006) instead partition resistance into two types – negative
and positive.

Individuals who exhibit negative resistance aim to deceive or oppose an

information system. On the other hand, individuals who resist positively do so to support or
improve an information system. Both types of user resistance lead to workaround actions where
individuals use the information system in ways that do not conform to the established rules
(Ferneley and Sobreperez 2006). Workarounds are grouped into three categories – essential,
harmless and hindrance.

An essential workaround takes place when the individual must

perform the action in order to successfully complete a task. The second type of workaround,
harmless, does not affect workflow or the accuracy of the data used and stored by the
information system. However, the final type of workaround, hindrance, consists of actions
taken to bypass processes or procedures that are perceived to be too burdensome, time
consuming or difficult.
In a study of enterprise information system users, Klaus, Wingreen, and Blanton (2010)
used Q-methodology to identify six general groups of resistant users – 1) non-resisters, 2)
complainers, 3) impatient users, 4) passive resisters who complain and continue to use the
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previous information system, 5) high resisters who exhibit most of the active resistance
behaviors, and 6) quitters who either intend to or actually do leave their position.
Despite the lack of consensus in classifying user resistance behaviors, the majority of the
taxonomies includes some form of passive resistance, active resistance and destructive
resistance and considers user resistance to be a behavior.

Kim and Kankanhalli’s (2009)

measurement scale is particularly applicable for this study because of its quantitative qualities
and because it can be expanded to include its complementary user supporting behaviors in
addition to user resistance behaviors through negation of the measurement items. Now that
the range of user resistance behaviors has been explored through its different classifications,
the next section will explore the relationship between user resistance intentions and behaviors,
and technology adoption intentions and behaviors.
3.1.3 The Relationship Between User Resistance and Technology Adoption
In order to determine the relationship between user resistance and technology
adoption, this study will proceed by resolving apparent contradictions in the user resistance
literature, determining what the complement to user resistance is and finally establishing what
the relation between technology adoption and user resistance is. There is a current debate as to
whether user resistance is an antecedent to adopting or rejecting an IS implementation, or
whether user resistance includes the behaviors associated with the level of rejection or
adoption of an IS implementation. User resistance and technology adoption are not opposites
(Bhattacherjee and Hikmet 2007) because resistance behaviors can manifest in ways beyond
that of avoiding or refusing to use the system such as making negative verbal comments,
involving other individuals, sabotaging the system, and underutilizing the system (Lapointe and
Rivard 2005; Senn 1978). Bhattacherjee and Hikmet (2007) posit that user resistance and
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technology adoption are driven by different factors and that user resistance is an antecedent to
technology adoption. The argument is that technology adoption is driven by enablers, positive
perceptions related to information system usage, whereas inhibitors, negative factors that
discourage information system usage, drive user resistance. In this model, inhibitors can affect
enablers but enablers cannot affect inhibitors. This may appear to contradict the equityimplementation model because enablers such as perceived value representing net equity are an
antecedent to user resistance (Kim and Kankanhalli 2009). However, user resistance according
to Bhattacherjee and Hikmet (2007) is an attitude that precludes potential behavior whereas
Kim and Kankanhalli (2009) define user resistance as a behavior. Given these very different
concepts, the contradictions regarding user resistance can be cleared up by noting that user
resistance behaviors may have enabler antecedents but user resistance attitudes do not.
Furthermore, Bhattacherjee and Hikmet (2007) found user resistance attitudes to be a
significant, negatively associated antecedent to technology use intentions. Because the Theory
of Reasoned Action, described in section 3.4.1, predicts that user resistance attitudes are a
positively associated antecedent to user resistance intentions, Bhattacherjee and Hikmet’s
(2007) results suggest that there is a negative relationship between user resistance intentions
and user adoption intentions even though technology use and user resistance to technology are
not precisely opposites.
Even when the technology has been mandated and adopted, user resistance may
continue to exist as a result of resentment (Kim and Kankanhalli 2009), loss of power (Markus
1983), loss of equity (Kim and Kankanhalli 2009; Joshi 1991), perceived threats (Lapointe and
Rivard 2005; Bhattacherjee and Hikmet 2007) or passive-aggressive behavior (Marakas and
Hornik 1996).

However, because individuals may decide to adopt or resist an IS
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implementation, a common theoretical framework may be used to explain user resistance
behaviors and technology adoption antecedents may be incorporated into a user resistance
model (Martinko 1996; Kim and Kankanhalli 2009).
The complementary behaviors to user resistance towards changes related to an IS
implementation would be behaviors that encourage use and acceptance of the new technology.
These behaviors, which this study labels as “user support,” go beyond simply adopting the
technology to include effective persuasion, involving other individuals, and furthering faithful
appropriation of the system (Wilson and Howcroft 2005). Wilson and Howcroft (2005) studied
the use of evaluations by supporters of a nursing information system to enroll new users and
consolidate existing support to achieve stabilization of the IT artifact and thereby its acceptance.
The distinction between overt and covert behaviors is important because 1) users can
simultaneously exhibit overt technology acceptance behaviors but engage in covert user
resistance (Marakas and Hornik 1996) and 2) covert resistance is less risky than engaging in
overt opposition to an information systems implementation project (Keen 1981). Meyer,
Srinivas, and Lal (2007) have created a measurement scale that includes both user resistance
and user support for behavioral support for change which ranges from active resistance to
championing for the change. At the bottom end of the scale is active resistance, which consists
of overt behaviors preventing success of the change initiative, and then passive resistance,
which consists of covert behaviors against the change initiative. In increasing order of support,
first there is compliance, which is minimal and reluctant support for the change. Cooperation,
the next level of support on the scale, indicates that the individual is willing to exert effort, make
sacrifices and go along with the spirit of the change initiative. At the opposite end of the
measurement scale from active resistance is championing for the change, where individuals
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demonstrate extreme enthusiasm for the change and are willing to promote the change to
others.
Of the extant user resistance studies, Kim and Kankanhalli’s (2009) measurement scale
for user resistance is the most applicable to our research, because it incorporates the wide
range of user behaviors from passive and covert to active and overt. As a result, we also
incorporate their definition of user resistance within the framework of Lapointe and Rivard
(2005). User support categories that complement Kim and Kankanhalli’s (2009) hierarchy would
be 1) complying (covert and passive), 2) cooperating (covert and active), 3) agreeing (overt and
passive) and 4) championing - not opposing/enabling (overt and active). For the purposes of this
study, user involvement with an information system is defined to be the user’s behaviors
towards the degree of use of the system. A scale of User Involvement in an IS implementation
(UIII) that ranges from user opposition on one end to user support on the other end with user
neutrality / user apathy in the middle can be created by extending Kim and Kankanhalli’s (2009)
user resistance measures. With user neutrality representing a lack of action towards an IS
implementation the UIII scale is as follows from user resistance to user support:

Table 1: User Involvement in an IS Implementation Scale
Value

User Involvement (UIII)

Support
(Positive)
Zero
Resistance
(Negative)

0

Championing
(Enabling / Not Opposing)
Agreeing
Cooperating
Complying
Apathy / Neutral
Not Complying
Not Cooperating
Not Agreeing
Obstructing / Opposing
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The classifications of user resistance mentioned in the previous section all include the
individual’s behavior in not adopting the technology – Joseph’s (2010) rejecters who refuse to
adopt the technology, Senn’s (1978) avoiders and Lapointe and Rivard’s (2005) passive resisters
who refuse to use the system by avoiding interactions with the system, and Kim and
Kankanhalli’s (2009) non-compliers who refuse to follow mandates to use the system.
Conversely, user support includes an individual’s behaviors to adopt the system, among other
behaviors. At the center of the scale, individuals who do not support or resist the new IS
implementation are either neutral or apathetic towards the technology as a result of factors
that may include social inertia (Keen 1981), a tendency to maintain status quo (Bhattacherjee
and Hikmet 2007), or a need for additional information regarding the new technology.
Individuals who do not have knowledge of the system are not included in this measurement
scale because supporting, resisting, taking a neutral stance, or reacting apathetically are
behaviors directed towards an object of which the individuals must be aware. Because user
support, the opposite of user resistance, includes technology adoption, this study embarks on a
research approach that expands upon Kim & Kankanhalli’s (2009) and Bhattacherjee and
Hikmet’s (2007) studies that examined user resistance by drawing upon previous literature to
use a technology adoption framework for modeling user resistance.
3.1.4 User Resistance Explanation: Threats
An explanation for the presence of user resistance to a new information system is that
individuals feel threatened by elements associated with the technology. “All fields of inquiry
share the idea that for resistance to occur, some threat has to be perceived” (Lapointe and
Rivard 2005). A threat is “a declaration of the intention to inflict harm, pain or misery” or “an
indication of imminent harm, danger or pain” (threat 2009). In management, a threat is a
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disruptive event that is perceived as having negative consequences (Beaudry and Pinsonneault
2005). Moreover, individuals resist change when it is expected to threaten their power (Markus
1983) or the status quo in a negative manner (Bhattacherjee and Hikmet 2007). Lapointe and
Rivard (2005) provide a resistance framework that consists of five interrelated components –
resistance behaviors, object of resistance, subject of resistance, perceived threats, and initial
conditions that may include personality based attributes, distribution of power, and established
routines. With respect to information systems, users who are the subject of resistance engage
in resistance behaviors when perceived threats arise from interactional events between initial
conditions and elements associated with a new information system, the object of resistance
(Lapointe and Rivard 2005).
When faced with a threat as a result of changes from an IS implementation, users may
engage in problem-focused coping, which consists of adaptive behaviors that take a problem
solving approach to objectively mitigate a threat (Liang and Xue 2009). A disturbance-handling
strategy and a self-preservation strategy are two types of strategies that users may employ,
depending on the degree of control feel they have over the situation (Beaudry and Pinsonneault
2005). When faced with a threat from an information systems event, users who believe they
have a modicum of control over the situation will engage in a disturbance-handling strategy to
make a better fit between themselves, the technology and the tasks at hand. Users who view
the new technology as a poor fit will may engage in a range of resistant behaviors.

Users

attempting to work with the new system may employ workarounds (Ferneley and Sobreperez
2006). In addition, users who believe the current technology is a better fit than the new
technology may continue to use the old system and exhibit unchanged behavior (Lapointe and
Rivard 2005). Finally, users who believe the new system is completely incompatible with
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themselves and their tasks may resist the new information system by engaging in aggressive and
destructive acts. In an information systems related event that threatens the user, but where he
or she has limited control over the situation, the user will employ a self-preservation strategy
that will minimize their perceptions of negative consequences (Beaudry and Pinsonneault 2005).
Coping theory suggests that individuals may withdraw and escape from a situation where the
consequences from threats from an information systems related event are too demanding or
insurmountable (Beaudry and Pinsonneault 2005).

Thus, a self-preservation strategy may

include user resistance behaviors such as avoidance of the new information systems, delay
tactics, reduction in work task participation, or even employee turnover. Operant conditioning
theory suggests that of the four behavioral modifiers – positive reinforcement, negative
reinforcement, punishment, or the elimination of a previously reinforced behavior – negative
reinforcement is the one most often encountered in an information systems implementation
(Marakas and Hornik 1996).

Individuals experiencing negative reinforcement perceive a

threatening outcome or consequence and react by employing a strategy of behaviors such as
passive resistance misuse (PRM) to reduce or eliminate that threat.
Changes concerning the treatment of data by a new information systems
implementation may threaten individuals or groups and result in their resistance.

New

information systems that better provide data linked to the performance of individuals or groups
causes them to be vulnerable to attempts by other individuals or groups to control them
(Markus 1983). Those individuals and groups whose performance become more exposed and
thereby perceive a reduction in control are likely to resist the new information system (Markus
1983). A new information system may also threaten individuals or groups who are conduits for
data needed by other individuals or groups. If these dependent individuals or groups can now
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access the data through alternative routes because of the new information system, the
controlling individuals or groups whose “data monopoly” is threatened are likely to resist
(Markus 1983).
Lapointe and Rivard’s (2005) longitudinal, interpretive case study of three electronic
medical records implementations in hospitals proposed a dynamic explanation for how user
resistance unfolds over time. When a new information system is implemented, users will resist
if they perceive threats from the interaction between the systems features and initial
conditions, both individually and at the organizational level. Events, actions by other individuals
and Initial outcomes of either using or not using the system may activate or change the nature
of one or more initial conditions. The modified conditions become the new initial conditions at
the later time and new outcomes and triggers determine the subsequent interactions and
behaviors (Lapointe and Rivard 2005).
3.1.5 User Resistance Research
User resistance research has been conducted on information systems implementations
across the private and public sectors. In the financial industry, user resistance has been studied
in an accounting system (Markus 1983) and user adaptation has been examined in a bank
account management system (Beaudry and Pinsonneault 2005). In the private industry, user
resistance has been researched in a manufacturing company’s garment order system (Ferneley
and Sobreperez 2006) and an IT services company’s enterprise system (Kim and Kankanhalli
2009).

In the public sector, user resistance has been studied with respect to a UK fire

department’s information system (Ferneley and Sobreperez 2006), an Australian public
organization’s email system (Sayer 1998) and Singapore’s transportation smartcard system
(Sutanto et al. 2008).
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Because of the steadily increasing costs of medical care (OECD Health Data 2008,
December 08

2008; Plunkett 2008), there has been an industrywide move towards

implementation of new information systems. Correspondingly, there have been a number of
recent studies of user resistance in the health care industry. Among the health care information
systems studied with respect to clinician resistance have been physician CPOE systems (Bartos
2008; Bhattacherjee and Hikmet 2007), a hospital EMR system (Lapointe and Rivard 2005), a
nursing information system (Wilson and Howcroft 2005), and a medical management
information system (Doolin 2004). Kane and Labianca (2011) studied the use by health care
groups in an HMO of “six primary information systems – scheduling, laboratory, radiology,
population registry, medical abstract and conferencing.” However, there is an IS research gap in
the study of RFID employee location tracking information systems in a health care setting.
This doctoral study furthers user resistance research into health care information
systems by examining the implementation of an RFID employee location tracking system used to
improve workflow in hospital clinics. User resistance is anticipated to be significant in this study
because the RFID tracking data will increase exposure of the performance of groups within the
clinic. Healthcare professionals participating in the RFID information systems project may
perceive a threat in the form of increased control by others as a result of the performance
information.

User resistance is also expected to occur because the data that the RFID

information system produces will be used for business process re-engineering purposes.
Participating healthcare professionals may perceive a threat in the form of disruptions to the
status quo if their job processes are changed due to re-engineering. Employees’ trust in the IT
artifact and in the vendor is a key antecedent to user resistance because increased trust means
the employee believes that the trustor will not threaten changes to their job processes.
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Early stages of user resistance are based on individual responses and are different from
later stages of user resistance that are a combination of individual and group responses
(Lapointe and Rivard 2005). The majority of user resistance studies have investigated user
resistance after the information system has been implemented and the user has gained
experience using the system (Beaudry and Pinsonneault 2005; Doolin 2004; Ferneley and
Sobreperez 2006; Kane and Labianca 2011; Klaus, Wingreen, and Blanton 2010; Lapointe and
Rivard 2005; Markus 1983; Sayer 1998; Sutanto et al. 2008; Wilson and Howcroft 2005).
Bhattacherjee and Hikmet’s (2007) survey included a mixture of approximately 25% of
physicians who were already using the CPOE system to enter orders and 75% of physicians who
had not yet begun using the system. Only Kim and Kankanhalli (2009) study user resistance
determinants prior to the implementation of an information system. This doctoral study
extends user resistance research contextually by investigating information systems after they
have been implemented but before users have begun regular use.
3.2 Trust
Initial trust refers to a willingness to depend on an unfamiliar trustee where the trustor
does not have “credible, meaningful information about, or affective bonds” for the trustee
(McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002). Trust is the opposite of opportunism (Rustagi, King,
and Kirsch 2008). Trusting beliefs are multi-dimensional and consist of the constructs of trust in
the competence, benevolence, and integrity of a trustee. Competence is “the ability of the
trustee to do what the trustor needs,” benevolence is “the trustee caring and motivation to act
in the trustor’s interests,” and integrity consists of “trustee honesty and promise keeping”
(McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002). The concept of integrity in this study is distinct from
the more common information systems concept of data integrity, which is a property of data
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being free from errors or changes (data integrity 2010). Research into trust has its origins in
interpersonal relationships (Li, Hess, and Valacich 2008) and was extended to eCommerce by
McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar (2002) who developed trust measures and an accompanying
trust model where disposition to trust is an antecedent to trust of an online vendor and website.
Trust beliefs in an online vendor and its web site interface are specific perceptions of online
vendor attributes that are beneficial to the trustor (McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002).
Constructs related to trust include distrust, cynicism, and skepticism. Distrust is the
confident negative expectation regarding the trustee’s conduct (Komiak and Benbasat 2008).
Because distrust and trust processes are different and the two constructs may be inconsistent in
an individual (Komiak and Benbasat 2008), this research concentrates on how levels of trust,
rather than distrust, are related to user resistance. Cynicism is a “disbelief in the stated or
implied motives for a decision or action” which is different from change-specific skepticism, the
“doubt about the viability of a change for the attainment of its stated objective” (Stanley,
Meyer, and Topolnytsky 2006). A study of employees at an energy organization undergoing
restructuring found that although cynicism and skepticism are correlated, they are indeed
separate constructs because doubts about the possibility of a successful change can exist even
when disbelief in motives does not (Stanley, Meyer, and Topolnytsky 2006). However, the same
study found that change specific-cynicism was highly correlated with change-specific trust. This
result is not surprising as cynicism may be expected to correlate negatively with the integrity
and benevolence components of trust. The confirmatory factor analysis found that a model
combining change-specific cynicism and trust fit the data almost as well as a model that treated
the two constructs separately. Although change-specific skepticism is also related to trust, the
negative correlation is with the competence component of trust (Stanley, Meyer, and
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Topolnytsky 2006). Because cynicism and skepticism are so closely correlated with trust, these
constructs are not included in the proposed model.
3.2.1 Trust Antecedent Foundations
The IS literature on trust has classified trust antecedents into different trusting bases
which include personality-based, institution-based, calculative-based, cognitive-based, and
knowledge-based. This study makes the case for adding an additional base, the IT artifact
feature set, to accommodate a class of antecedents rooted in the attributes, structural rules,
and spirit of the technology. These trusting bases are not mutually exclusive as a number of
antecedents fall into more than one category. Reputation can be viewed as a cognitive-based
antecedent, because information about the trustee is obtained through second-hand
information (Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003; McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002).
However, reputation also falls under the calculative-based category, because individuals use a
trustee’s reputation to determine whether a relationship with the trustee will be worthwhile
(Kim, Xu, and Koh 2004).
Personality-based trust antecedents have their basis in psychology, which theorizes that
individuals have varying degrees in their tendencies to trust others (Li, Hess, and Valacich 2008).
Disposition of trust is the general propensity to trust and willingness to depend on others across
a wide range of situations and trustees (McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002). Propensity to
trust is the degree to which individuals are inclined to trust others (Brown, Poole, and Rodgers
2004) “which can also influence an individual’s beliefs and intentions” (McKnight, Choudhury,
and Kacmar 2002) and is a personality trait that remains stable in various situations (Jarvenpaa,
Knoll, and Leidner 1998) “independent of any other party or context” (Leimeister, Ebner, and
Krcmar 2005). Disposition to trust consists of two types, faith in humanity and trusting stance
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(McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002). Faith in humanity is the general belief that others
can be trusted, i.e. others’ competence, benevolence and integrity (McKnight, Choudhury, and
Kacmar 2002). Trusting stance, an economic subconstruct of propensity to trust, is the belief
that dealing with other people assuming that they are reliable and have good intentions will
result in better outcomes regardless of beliefs in other people’s attributes (McKnight,
Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002). Personality-based antecedents wield greater effects on initial
stages of trust but the effects decline in significance as the individual gains first-hand knowledge
and experience about the trustee’s trustworthiness (Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003; Robert
Jr, Dennis, and Hung 2009; Wang and Benbasat 2008).
Institution-based trust antecedents have their basis in sociology which theorizes that
structures in an environment can foster trustworthiness (McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar
2002). Structural assurance and situational normality are the two components of institutionbased trust. Structural assurance is an individual’s belief that structures and procedures are in
place to facilitate success in an endeavor whereas situational normality is an individual’s belief
that a successful endeavor is possible because the environment is favorable, the situation is a
common one, or the situation is a standard one (McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002).
Information systems trust research has mainly concentrated on the Internet as a technology
structure in online communications and commerce (Li, Hess, and Valacich 2008). Structural
assurances or safeguards have been studied in the form of third party certifications (Kim 2008;
Pennington, Wilcox, and Grover 2003), privacy statements and privacy seals (Belanger, Hiller,
and Smith 2002; Hui, Teo, and Lee 2007), guarantees (Pennington, Wilcox, and Grover 2003),
security safeguards such as encryption (Kim 2008; Kim, Xu, and Koh 2004), and feedback
mechanisms (Pavlou and Gefen 2004). However, structural assurances are not limited to
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technology and can encompass financial services (Pavlou and Gefen 2004), organizational
safeguards (Li, Hess, and Valacich 2008), legal and regulatory safeguards (McKnight, Choudhury,
and Kacmar 2002), and judicial safeguards (Turel, Yuan, and Connelly 2008).
Calculative-based antecedents to trust are based on the economics of cost and benefit
analysis (Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003; Li, Hess, and Valacich 2008; Wang and Benbasat
2008). When a trustor lacks past experience with a trustee in a known situation, the trustor
believes the trustee will act rationally in his or her own best interests. If benefits to a trustee to
act opportunistically do not outweigh the costs, then a trustee acting rationally will, from the
perspective of the trustor, be more likely to behave in a trustworthy manner (Gefen, Karahanna,
and Straub 2003).
Cognitive-based trust antecedents have their basis in social psychology, which proposes
that individuals form their initial trust based on heuristic and cognitive cues, second-hand
information, and stereotypes (Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003; Li, Hess, and Valacich 2008;
Wang and Benbasat 2008). Studies in cognitive-based trust antecedents have researched the
effects of reputation (Kim, Xu, and Koh 2004; Kim and Ahn 2007; Li, Hess, and Valacich 2008;
McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002; Qureshi et al. 2009; Zahedi and Song 2008), customer
endorsements (Lim et al. 2006; Sia et al. 2009), web portal affiliations (Sia et al. 2009), text
comments (Pavlou and Dimoka 2006), and cultural differences (Gefen 2004; Vance, Elie-DitCosaque, and Straub 2008) and found them to be significant antecedents to trust.
Knowledge-based trust antecedents rely on first-hand information with the trustee as
opposed to second-hand information, which is an element of cognitive-based trust antecedent
(Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003). Individuals base their predictions about a trustee’s future
actions based on their past experience and interactions with the trustee (Gefen, Karahanna, and
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Straub 2003; Wang and Benbasat 2008). Familiarity and prior experience have been found to be
significant antecedents to trust in vendors (Bhattacherjee 2002; Gefen 2004; Slyke et al. 2006;
Zahedi and Song 2008) as well as IT artifacts (Komiak and Benbasat 2006; Wang and Benbasat
2008).
Because system trust is based on trust in an individual or group of individuals as well as
trust in the IT artifact, a new technology based class of trust antecedents can be created to
group the unique attributes, structural rules, and feature set of an IT artifact. Trust in the IT
artifact consists of the constructs of trust in the competence of the IT artifact, and the trustee’s
perceptions of the IT artifact’s integrity and benevolence. Research into IT artifact feature set,
IAFS, trust antecedents such as personal ease of use (Awad and Ragowsky 2008; Gefen,
Karahanna, and Straub 2003; Heijden, Verhagen, and Creemers 2003; Pavlou and Fygenson
2006; Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, and Straub 2008; Wang and Benbasat 2005), system and
information design (Cyr 2008), system quality (Everard and Galletta 2005; Lowry et al. 2008;
McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002; McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002; Qureshi et al.
2009; Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, and Straub 2008), system reliability (Kim 2008), information
quality (Kim, Xu, and Koh 2004; Nicolaou and McKnight 2006; Zahedi and Song 2008), usability
(Kim and Ahn 2007), and personalization (Komiak and Benbasat 2006) have found them to be
significant antecedents to vendor trust (trust in individuals or groups of individuals) and trust in
the IT artifact.
3.2.2 Trust Research
3.2.2.1 Interpersonal Vendor Trust
Interpersonal trust has been researched between clients and enterprise resource
planning customization vendors (Gefen 2004) and IT outsourcing vendors (Goo et al. 2009;
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Heiskanen, Newman, and Eklin 2008; Rustagi, King, and Kirsch 2008). Trust components of a
trustee’s belief in the competence, integrity and benevolence of a vendor were supported in a
study of executives in companies that embarked on outsourcing activities through service level
agreements (SLAs) with an external IT provider (Goo et al. 2009) and in a study of client and
vendor executives participating in outsourcing relationships (Rustagi, King, and Kirsch 2008).
Vendor trust is important in enterprise information systems implementation because clients
tend to lack the technical ability to monitor the vendor’s work and ascertain quality, and
because problems with the customizations are often discovered too late in the implementation
process (Gefen 2004). In a study of clients of an enterprise resource planning customization
vendor, a partial least squares test of an integrated trust and TAM structural equation model
validated the trust constructs of competence, integrity and benevolence and found
certifications, familiarity, and cognitive based culture to be significant factors in client trust of
vendors (Gefen 2004).

Clients’ assessment that the business relationship is worthwhile is

directly determined by perceived usefulness. Client trust both indirectly through perceived
usefulness and directly affect clients’ assessment that the business relationship is worthwhile.
PEOU was found to have a significant indirect effect on the clients’ assessment that the business
relationship is worthwhile through perceived usefulness but not a significant direct effect.
Gefen’s (2004) study strongly informs this doctoral study because the initial stages of
implementation are examined, the interactions between clients and vendors are interpersonal,
and the vendors implement customized information systems.
3.2.2.2 Online Vendor Trust
The online vendor trust components of competence, integrity and benevolence have
been validated through research studies on a legal website (McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar
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2002; McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002), CD and book vendors (Awad and Ragowsky
2008; Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003; Pavlou, Huigang, and Yajiong 2007; Slyke et al. 2006),
a consumer electronics online vendor (Cyr 2008), a medical prescription vendor (Pavlou,
Huigang, and Yajiong 2007), general online vendors (Pavlou and Fygenson 2006; Slyke et al.
2006), and a hotel reservation website (Lowry et al. 2008). A study of experienced consumers’
trust in online CD and book vendors (Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003) produced
corresponding results to a study of clients’ interpersonal trust in ERP customization vendors
(Gefen 2004). In both studies, vendor trust was significantly determined by PEOU and PU was
determined by both PEOU and vendor trust. PU and vendor trust were significant factors in
intention to use an eCommerce website. Significant factors found to be contributing to trust
were institution-based structural assurances and situational normality, and calculative based
reasons (Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003). In another study of online shoppers of CDs and
books, PEOU, subjective norms, and word-of-mouth quality of the website were significant
factors contributing to online vendor trust; gender was also found to have an effect on the
relationship between PEOU and vendor trust with the relationship being stronger for women
(Awad and Ragowsky 2008). A study of university students from New Zealand and Northern
Ireland found that information system attributes of perceived website quality, cognitive based
reputation of the online vendor, and the capability of order fulfillment significantly determined
trust in an online vendor (Qureshi et al. 2009). Turel, Yuan, and Connelly (2008) found that the
different forms of justice are significant factors in interpersonal trust of a service representative
and trust in an online service vendor, and that interpersonal trust of a service representative is a
determinant of online service vendor trust.
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Culture appears to play a significant role in the formation of trusting beliefs and how
those beliefs are related to behavioral intentions. A study of consumers from Canada, China,
and Germany found that design attributes such as information design, navigation design, and
visual design of an eCommerce website significantly determine consumers’ trust in an online
vendor, however there were different mixes of significant factors for the three countries (Cyr
2008). In a study of American and Korean university students, online vendor trust was found to
have a different mix of determinants depending on the country of origin (Kim 2008). American
students’ trust in an online vendor was determined by institution based security concerns,
information privacy concerns, and information system reliability, whereas Korean students’
significant factors of online trust were institution based security concerns, third party seals,
information systems reliability, and cognitive based referrals (Kim 2008). In an experiment of
Australian and Hong Kong students on their online vendor trusting beliefs, the two groups had
markedly different results (Sia et al. 2009). The Australian students’ online vendor trusting
beliefs were significantly determined by the cognitive based portal affiliation and peer customer
endorsements whereas the Hong Kong students’ online vendor trusting beliefs were only
determined by peer customer endorsement but not portal affiliation. The relationship between
trusting beliefs and intention to buy was also different for the two groups. Australian student’s
trusting beliefs had both a direct effect on intention to buy as well as an indirect effect through
attitudes about the online vendor. On the other hand, the effect of Hong Kong students’
trusting beliefs on intention to buy was only indirectly determined through attitudes.
Online vendor trust has been found to be significant in intentions to use an eCommerce
website (Awad and Ragowsky 2008; Cyr 2008; Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003; Kim 2008;
Lowry et al. 2008; McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002; McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar
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2002), purchase again from an eCommerce website (Qureshi et al. 2009), reuse an online service
website (Turel, Yuan, and Connelly 2008), follow advice given on a website (Lowry et al. 2008;
McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002; McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002), and submit
information to a website (Awad and Ragowsky 2008; McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002;
McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002).
3.2.2.3 IT Artifact Trust
Recent quantitative studies on mCommerce website portals (Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque,
and Straub 2008), recommendation agents (Komiak and Benbasat 2006; Wang and Benbasat
2005, 2007, 2008), and a national identity database system (Li, Hess, and Valacich 2008) have
shown the nomological validity of the concept of trust in an IT artifact with significant loadings
on the trust dimensions of competence, integrity and benevolence.
A laboratory experiment in online shoppers’ initial trust of recommendation agents
(Wang and Benbasat 2005) produced similar results to Gefen’s et al (2003) study of shoppers’
trust in online vendors and Gefen’s (2004) study of client interpersonal trust in ERP
customization vendors. The PEOU of the recommendation agents determined the online
shoppers’ trust in and PU of the recommendation agents. Both online shopper initial trust and
PU were direct determinants of intentions to adopt the recommendation agent, although initial
trust was also an indirect factor to adoption intentions through PU. A different result between
Wang and Benbasat’s (2005) study of trust in an IT artifact and Gefen’s (2004) vendor trust
study was that PEOU had a direct effect on recommendation adoption intentions but only had
an indirect effect on a client’s assessment that a business relationships was worthwhile. The
discrepancy between the results may be explained by the degree of familiarity experienced by
the test subjects. Business students’ exposure to the recommendation agents was short and
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amounted to a training session to use the website and using the recommendation agent to
choose two cameras. However, the customization and implementation period for an ERP may
take an extended period of time beyond a few days. Over time, the effects of PEOU on adoption
intentions are overwhelmed by PU and cease to be significant (Karahanna, Straub, and Chervany
1999). Additional determinants of students’ trust in the recommendation agent were past
experience and interactions, calculative based reasoning, disposition to trust (Wang and
Benbasat 2007), and different explanation types (Wang and Benbasat 2008).

“How”

explanations can increase shoppers’ beliefs in a recommendation agent’s competence, while
“why” and trade-off explanations increase shoppers’ beliefs in a recommendation agent’s
benevolence and integrity (Wang and Benbasat 2008).
Komiak and Benbasat (2006) posit that emotional trust in an IT artifact – a
recommendation agent – is an individual’s trusting attitude. Their study of students’ trust in
recommendation agents found that an information systems attribute – perceived
personalization – and familiarity with the system were significant factors in competence trust
beliefs and integrity trust beliefs. Although trusting beliefs were found to be determinants of
trusting attitudes, and trusting attitudes determined intention to adopt recommendation
agents, trusting beliefs were also direct factors to technology adoption intentions (Komiak and
Benbasat 2006) as predicted by Bhattacherjee (2002).
In a study of graduate business students’ use of m-Commerce, institution-based trust,
system quality perceptions, PEOU, and cognitive based culture were all found to be significant
factors in trusting beliefs in an mCommerce website portal IT artifact (Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque,
and Straub 2008). Trusting beliefs in the IT artifact were a significant determinant in graduate
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business students’ intention to use an mCommerce website portal (Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, and
Straub 2008).
In another study of business students at a university, a test of students’ trust in a
national identity database information (NID) system prior to implementation found reputation,
calculative-base, and organizational situational normality to be significant factors to trust beliefs
in the NID and that subjective norms affected trusting beliefs, attitudes and intentions (Li, Hess,
and Valacich 2008).

Trusting beliefs also indirectly determined undergraduate business

students’ trusting intentions to use an NID system through trusting attitudes (Li, Hess, and
Valacich 2008).
Although research has been conducted on interpersonal vendor trust, online vendor
trust, and trust in the IT artifact, information systems research has yet to be conducted on
vendor trust and trust in the IT artifact as distinct but related phenomena in a single study. In
addition, trust may alleviate employees’ concerns over having their performance exposed,
because increased trust would reduce an employee’s perception of the threat that the vendor
or IT artifact may behave opportunistically. This research study will explore these issues.
3.2.2.4. Other Technology Systems Trust
Areas of information system trust research other than the focus of this study – vendor
trust and trust in the IT artifact - include online government trust (Bélanger and Carter 2008;
Grimsley and Meehan 2007; Li, Hess, and Valacich 2008; Teo, Srivastava, and Jiang 2008),
interpersonal trust in virtual teams (Brown, Poole, and Rodgers 2004; Jarvenpaa, Knoll, and
Leidner 1998; Jarvenpaa, Shaw, and Staples 2004; Leimeister, Ebner, and Krcmar 2005; Paul and
McDaniel Jr 2004; Pauleen 2003; Piccoli and Ives 2003; Robert Jr, Dennis, and Hung 2009;
Stewart and Gosain 2006), and trust in online intermediaries and sellers (Ba and Pavlou 2002;
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Bolton, Loebecke, and Ockenfels 2008; Datta and Chatterjee 2008; Kim and Ahn 2007; Nicolaou
and McKnight 2006; Pavlou 2002; Pavlou and Gefen 2004, 2005; Verhagen, Meents, and Tan
2006; Zahedi and Song 2008). Many of these studies also define trust as consisting of one or
more of the trusting beliefs in the competence, integrity and/or benevolence of the trustee.
The following section will present the Theory of Reasoned Action and review the
contribution it has made to the development of models of individual’s beliefs, attitudes,
intentions and behaviors towards information systems. This research study uses TRA to build a
model that relates an individual’s trust beliefs in an IT artifact, trust beliefs in a vendor, and
technology adoption beliefs to an individual’s resistance towards an information systems
implementation.
3.3 Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Information Technology Models
3.3.1 Description of TRA
The theory of reasoned action, TRA, (Ajzen and Fishbein 1973) begins by stipulating that
an individual’s behavior is predisposed by specific related intentions. The weighted sum of two
major factors – a personal, attitudinal factor and a social, normative factor – determine an
individual’s intention to perform a given action and can be represented mathematically by B ~ I
= aA + bN where B is behavior; I is behavioral intention; A is the attitude toward the act; N is the
normative factor; and a and b are empirically determined weights. TRA proposes that an
individual’s attitude towards, or evaluation of, an act is a function of the act’s expected
consequences and the associated values to the individual. In turn, an individual’s attitude
towards an action is a summation of beliefs about the behavior resulting in a certain outcome.
Similarly, the normative factor is a summation of normative beliefs multiplied by the individual’s
motivation to comply with the perceived expectations of relevant reference groups or
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individuals such as peer groups or superiors. Therefore, according to TRA, behavioral intentions
and behaviors arise from behavioral beliefs, which lead to affirmative or negative attitudes, and
normative beliefs from social expectations of peers and superiors. In practice, user attitudes are
often dropped from the model for a variety of reasons including parsimony. The next several
sections will discuss how TRA has been used to create technology adoption, trust, user
resistance and information privacy concern models to explain various information systems
related phenomenon.
3.3.2 TRA and Trust Models
TRA has provided the theoretical foundation for a myriad of information technology
models, many of which, for the sake of parsimony, drop attitude and have beliefs as direct
determinants of behavioral intentions. TRA is the basis for the major technology adoption
models, technology trust models, user resistance models and information privacy concern
models. After presenting these various information technology models, the subsequent section
will present a TRA-based trust and user resistance model that is an extension of the research
underlying the previous models.
In the information systems trust literature, McKnight et al (2002) created and
empirically validated a trust measurement instrument to test an initial trust and technology
adoption model based on TRA. Using the TRA framework, trusting intentions, which indicate
that the trustor is willing to depend on the trustee, are a determinant of trust related behaviors
such as technology adoption. Trusting beliefs, consisting of beliefs in the trustee’s competence,
integrity and benevolence are the factors that determine an individual’s intention to perform a
given trusting action. However, trusting attitudes were eliminated in McKnight’s model because
“affect embodied in attitude is partially captured within the benevolent and integrity
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dimensions of trust“ (Bhattacherjee 2002) and for reasons of parsimony. Disposition to trust
and institution-based trust were found to be antecedents to trusting beliefs. Concurrently,
Bhattacherjee (2002) complemented McKnight’s research by using TRA to investigate the
relationship between trustors’ beliefs and intentions about information systems trustees
formed after initial stages of contact. Bhattacherjee (2002) empirically validated a similar trust
measurement instrument based on the concepts of that tested a model relating familiarity as
the sole antecedent to trusting beliefs, familiarity as an antecedent to trusting intention, and
trusting beliefs as a direct factor of trusting intention. More recently, Vance’s et al (2008) model
incorporates system quality perceptions, PEOU, cognitive based culture and institution based
trust as factors of trusting beliefs in an IT artifact, a recommendation agent, which determines
intention to use the IT artifact. Li, Hess, and Valacich (2008) proposed and tested a technology
trust model that validated attitudes as consequents of trusting beliefs and as an antecedent to
trusting intentions, and subjective norms as a factor in trusting intentions.
3.3.3 TRA and Technology Adoption Models
Four of the widely cited technology adoption models based on TRA are The Theory of
Planned Behavior, TPB, the Technology Adoption Model, TAM, the Decomposed Theory of
Planned Behavior, and the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology, UTAUT
(Venkatesh et al. 2003). TPB extends TRA by adding the concept of perceived behavioral control
(Ajzen 1991) as a third determinant for behavioral intention.

On the other hand, TAM

incorporates outcome beliefs in the form of perceived usefulness, and self-efficacy beliefs in the
form of perceived ease of use as the determinants for an individual’s behavior of adopting
information technology (Davis 1989). Perceived Ease of Use, PEOU, is an individual’s perception
of the degree of effort that the use of a particular technology will require (Davis 1989).
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Perceived Usefulness, PU, is an individual’s perception of the degree of resulting improved job
performance as a result of using the technology (Davis 1989). The TAM model drops the
attitude construct from its model because of findings that, in an information systems context,
beliefs have a greater direct effect on behavioral intentions than their indirect effect on attitude
(Davis, Bagozzi, and Warshaw 1989). Subjective norms are also dropped in the TAM model
because of the difficulty in separating the direct effects of social norm on behavioral intentions
from the indirect effects of social norm through attitudes (Davis, Bagozzi, and Warshaw 1989).
The Decomposed TPB model merges the TAM constructs of PEOU and PU beliefs as antecedents
of attitude in the TPB model (Taylor and Todd 1995). In the fourth major technology adoption
model based on TRA, UTAUT (Venkatesh et al. 2003), behavioral intentions are determined by
performance expectancy beliefs, effort expectancy beliefs, and normative beliefs. Facilitating
conditions along with behavioral intentions are direct factors in an individual’s actual use of the
information technology. Attitudes in UTAUT are also dropped for reasons of parsimony.
A longitudinal study comparing pre-adoption and post-adoption beliefs using the TAM
constructs of PEOU and PU within the framework of TRA revealed differences in the factors that
were significant in technology adoption intentions (Karahanna, Straub, and Chervany 1999). For
potential adopters, perceived voluntariness was not significant in behavioral intention to adopt
the technology. However, for continuing users, PEOU and subjective norms ceased to be
significant to behavioral intention to continue using the technology. Over time however,
perceived voluntariness, became a significant determinant and negatively associated with
intentions of continued use. The less voluntary or equivalently the more mandatory the
expected use of the technology, the greater the intention for continued use. Because this study
takes place during the initial adoption of the technology, lack of voluntariness – i.e.
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mandatoriness – is not anticipated to affect behavioral intentions. Empirical data collected
during the pilot survey on technology adoption of one of the hospital’s clinic support
Karahanna’s et al (1999) findings that a range of technology adoption intentions exist at initial
stages of adoption despite the lack of voluntariness of the RFID project.
3.3.4 TRA and Integrated Trust and Technology Adoption Models
A logical progression in the trust literature stream was the creation of integrated trust
and technology adoption models.

Integrated trust-TAM models have demonstrated their

nomological validity in studies of ERP customization vendors (Gefen 2004), book and cd
eCommerce websites (Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003) and recommendation agents (Wang
and Benbasat 2005). In these models, trust beliefs are added to the TAM model as antecedents
to PU and to behavioral intentions to use the technology and PEOU is an antecedent to
technology trust. Wu and Chen (2005) incorporate technology trust, PEOU and PU into an
integrated trust-TPB model in a study of online tax software. Technology trust, PEOU beliefs
and PU beliefs are antecedents to attitude while technology trust is also a determinant for social
norms and perceived behavioral control. As with the integrated Trust-TAM models, PEOU
beliefs, and PU beliefs are antecedents to technology trust.
3.3.5 TRA and User Resistance Models
Of the user resistance studies in the information systems field, two employ a technology
adoption TRA framework, Bhattacherjee and Hikmet’s (2007) study of physician’s resistance to
change and their intention to use a Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE) system, and Kim
and Kankanhalli’s (2009) study of employees’ resistance to a new information systems
implementation at a major IT services company with over 5,800 employees. When interpreting
Bhattacherjee and Hikmet’s (2007) study, key differences from other user resistance research
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has to be taken into account. First, their definition of resistance is an attitude or “cognitive
force” rather than as a collection of intentions or behaviors. Second, resistance is a generalized
opposition to change rather than an opposition to a specific information technology.
Consequently, Bhattacherjee and Hikmet (2007) construct an integrated resistance-TAM model
using TRA by having user resistance as an inhibitor attitude – as opposed to the majority of
researchers which regards user resistance as a behavior – that is a negatively associated
antecedent which precludes technology use intentions, as well as the other TAM constructs of
PU and PEOU. An individual’s perceived threat beliefs are the determinants of user resistance
attitudes in this model.

In this integrated user resistance and TAM model, perceived

compatibility is added as an antecedent to PU, and related knowledge is added as an antecedent
to PEOU, and threat beliefs are antecedents of user resistance attitudes. The study found that
all proposed relationships were significant except for the ones between PEOU and technology
use intention, and between PEOU and resistance to change. These results are not surprising
because previous TAM studies have shown that the effect of PEOU on intentions ceases to be
significant over time (Davis, Bagozzi, and Warshaw 1989; Karahanna, Straub, and Chervany
1999).
In Kim and Kankanhalli’s (2009) integrated user resistance and TPB model, user
resistance is a behavior, attitude is represented by the construct of perceived value, perceived
behavioral controls are represented by the self-efficacy for change and organizational support
for change, and social norms are represented by colleague opinion. Perceived value is the
individual’s perception of “benefits relative to costs of IS related change.” Utility beliefs in the
form of perceived switching benefits and perceived switching costs related to the new IS
implementation are the determinants of perceived value. Perceived value was found to be a
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significant negative antecedent to user resistance, indicating that individuals who perceived net
benefits from the new IS implementation were less likely to resist it. As expected, switching
benefits and switching costs were both significant antecedents to perceived value and opposite
in sign to one another.
4. Research Framework and Methodology
4.1 Research Model and Hypotheses
This study adopts the same definition of user resistance – an individual’s opposition to
change connected to a new IS implementation – initially formulated by Markus (1983) and
employed by Kim & Kankanhalli (2009) to test a quantitative user resistance behavioral model,
but places it in the comprehensive framework derived from Lapointe and Rivard (2005). For the
purposes of this study, user resistance is defined as the clinic employee’s resistance to change
related to an RFID implementation and the collection of user resistance behaviors that may
range from passive uncompliance to active and overt opposition towards the IT artifacts or
vendor associated with a new RFID information system implementation that threatens the
user’s status quo. In this study, the objects of resistance are the RFID system and the RFID
vendor, and the subject of resistance is the health care professional. Initial conditions at the
hospital clinics encompass the individuals’ initial trust, perceptions of usefulness and personal
ease of use, disposition to trust, perceived voluntariness of the RFID implementation and social
norms. The requirement by Markus (1983) that an individual’s use of the system is critical to its
operation is satisfied by every health care professional’s RFID use in the clinic because each
individual’s participation is essential for the RFID tag project to be successful. Missing data from
even a single health care professional would result in inaccurate calculations for patient care
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times, patient wait times and health care professional collaboration times and thus skew the
overall workflow analysis of a clinic.
First, an argument will be made for the existence of user trust beliefs in an IT artifact,
then the relationship between vendor trust and trust in the IT artifact will be proposed, and
finally a description will follow of how the theory of reasoned action, TRA, can be used to
integrate and add relevant concepts from the trust and technology adoption theories to explain
initial user resistance after an information systems implementation but before regular use of the
system has begun. By using this approach, this research creates a new integrated model of trust
and user resistance with a theoretical basis in technology adoption that extends the trust, user
resistance and technology adoption literature and unpacks the concept of information systems
trust into the separate concepts of vendor trust and trust in the IT artifact.
FIGURE 1: RESEARCH MODEL
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4.1.1 System Trust
A concern in the study of trust in the IT artifact is that an IT artifact is not a human being
and the concepts of benevolence and integrity applied to such an object may be difficult to
justify. Although in one sense, the IT artifact is an inanimate object in that it “does not possess
the qualities associated with active, living organisms” (inanimate 2002) such as self-awareness
and intelligence, in another sense, the IT artifact is indeed animated and capable of not only
action, but interaction with human beings (DeSanctis and Poole 1994).

An advanced

information technology consists of both its structural features, consisting of the capabilities and
rules implemented in the system, as well as the “spirit of the system” which represents the
values and goals underlying the structural features (DeSanctis and Poole 1994).
Interactions with an advanced information technology may require more than simple
operation of the IT artifact to include direct and/or indirect interactions with individuals that
require interpersonal coordination and exchange (DeSanctis and Poole 1994). Online shopping
entails “a separate and distinct interaction with both the actual e-vendor and with its IT web site
interface” (Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003). Both effectiveness of the IT artifact and the
non-technological aspects of the IT that are supported by human service are necessary for a
successful interaction with users of the technology (Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003). When
conducting e-Commerce, the consumer may place the order through the use of the website but
employees of the e-Commerce company may have to interact with the system to fulfill and
deliver the orders. Moreover, the consumer may have to interact directly with a company
representative in an event requiring customer service or resolving accounting issues. In the case
of customized software such as a customized ERP system or a business process re-engineering
system, the consumer may interact with individuals from the vendor during installation,
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customization and even operation of the system. In this study, the health care professionals
interact with the IT artifact in the form of RFID receivers and RFID tags. The health care
professionals wear the RFID tags during working hours and walk through clinic areas that have
prominently mounted RFID receivers. The RFID team consists of a small group of individuals
from the technology division of the hospital who operate as an internal vendor presenting the
RFID technology to the clinics, consulting with the clinics on customizations, directing the
installation of the RFID system, and producing the workflow information based on the location
data generated by the RFID tags and receivers.

The clear dichotomy of health care

professionals’ interaction with the IT artifact and with members of the RFID team affords this
study the ability to more easily research trust in the IT artifact separately from vendor trust.
Wang and Benbasat (2007) extends the concept of interpersonal trust to trust in the IT
artifact by using the theory of social responses which found that people “treat computers as
social actors, apply social rules to them,” treat technological artifacts as if they were human
beings and perceive human attributes in them. Individuals perceived human traits in the IT
artifacts such as friendliness and helpfulness even though they do not intrinsically exist. Li, Hess,
and Valacich (2008) summarize a different line of research, CSA (Computers are Social Actors),
that finds that individuals exhibit social responses to technological artifacts even when they
acknowledge that the artifact is not human. In observations of the clinics in this study,
individuals anthropomorphized the RFID tracking system by referring to it as “Big Brother” and
asking “is it going to follow me into the bathroom?”
Empirical studies on recommendation agents (Wang and Benbasat 2005, 2007, 2008),
mobile websites (Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, and Straub 2008), and a NID system (Li, Hess, and
Valacich 2008) have supported the nomological validity of applying the interpersonal trust
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constructs of competence, integrity and benevolence to the concept of trust in the IT artifact.
Furthermore, the empirical studies on initial trust in IT artifacts and technology adoption have
replicated significant relationships across different types of IT artifacts (Li, Hess, and Valacich
2008; Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, and Straub 2008; Wang and Benbasat 2005). In this study, we
focus on users’ perceptions on trusting beliefs regarding the IT artifact, rather than whether the
IT artifact intrinsically has trusting attributes. We define vendor trust and trust in the IT artifact
similarly: an individual’s belief in the competence, integrity and benevolence of the trustee.
Therefore, trust in an advanced information technology system consists of the following two
conceptually formative constructs: trust in the vendor and trust in the IT artifact. Trust in the
vendor is composed of competence of the vendor, integrity of the vendor, and benevolence of
the vendor. Similarly, trust in the IT artifact is composed of competence of the IT artifact,
integrity of the IT artifact and benevolence of the IT artifact. When a user views an online
vendor as trustworthy, trust is related to its IT artifact, the website (Gefen, Karahanna, and
Straub 2003).

Before users have become familiar with the technology, information and

explanations about the technology are the principle activators of knowledge-based trust in early
stages of trust development (Wang and Benbasat 2008). Participants in an experiment of
consumers’ trust in an eCommerce website and in an online consumer electronics vendor
appear to exhibit a reversed relationship where system trust is the determinant for online
vendor trust (Pennington, Wilcox, and Grover 2003). However, the concept of system trust in
the study is composed of cognitive based ratings and institution based seals and guarantees
which are trusting bases rather than system trust.
Past system trust research has affirmed the co-varying, reflective nature of the multidimensional trust construct composed of ability/competence, benevolence and integrity
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developed by Bhattacherjee (2002) and McKnight et al (2002). In Wang and Benbasat’s (2005)
analysis of an integrated trust-TAM model of online recommendation agent adoption, modeling
trust as a reflective construct and as a second-order formative construct produced almost
identical results: “no paths gained or lost statistical significance, no significant paths changed in
sign, and the changes in the path values were very slight.” In this research study, however,
employee concerns over having their performance exposed may cause perceptions of the
competence of the IT artifact to be at odds with their perceptions of the benevolence and
integrity of the IT artifact. As a result, this study examines the IT artifact trust component of
perceived competence separately from the other IT artifact trust components. Because this
study researches initial trust in an advanced information system at a stage before it has begun
regular use but after the individuals have received information and explanations about the
technology from the RFID team, trust in this internal vendor will be an antecedent to the
components of IT artifact trust.
H1a: Trust in the vendor is positively associated with perceived competence in the IT artifact
H1b: Trust in the vendor is positively associated with perceived benevolence and integrity in
the IT artifact
The following section will present the creation of the user resistance and trust model
using TRA as its theoretical foundation. The construction of the model will proceed in a similar
manner to previous technology adoption, trust, and user resistance models based on TRA.
4.1.2 Trust and User Resistance Framework
The theory of reasoned action, TRA, will be used to incorporate trusting beliefs, net
equity beliefs, threat beliefs and social norms into a model that explains user resistance. This
section will begin by defining the behaviors, intentions, and beliefs underlying the model.
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Threat beliefs and net equity beliefs will be employed to justify the selection of relevant user
resistance antecedents in the model. Finally, the integrated user resistance and trust model’s
hypotheses will be stated.
The behavior in the proposed integrated trust and user resistance model is an
individual’s resistance to changes related to an IS implementation.

Similarly, behavioral

intention in this model is the intention of an individual to resist changes related to an IS
implementation. User resistance to an IS implementation is based in net equity change beliefs
(Joshi 1991; Kim and Kankanhalli 2009), changes in power (Markus 1983), threat beliefs
(Lapointe and Rivard 2005) and attributions (Martinko 1996). This integrated trust and user
resistance model retains social norms because the study takes place in the initial stages of
adoption when social norms are a more predominant factor than in later stages. However,
attitudes are dropped for the same reasons as in McKnight, Choudhury and Kacmar’s (2002)
initial trust model because benevolence and integrity partially capture aspects of attitude and
for the sake of parsimony. Although some of the clinic health professionals may have secondhand information about the RFID team through work colleagues or Internet searches, cognitivebased trust antecedents such as reputation are not yet incorporated in this study because these
measurement items were added part way into the study. As a significantly larger percentage of
the total respondents answer this question, reputation will be added to the model. Attributions
are also eliminated from this model because health professionals in this doctoral study do not
have any relevant past experience, other than in this study, with RFID employee location
tracking systems. Furthermore, this study examines initial trust, and so knowledge-based
antecedents are not included in the framework. Questions about institution-based trust and
management trust could not be included in the survey because their presence would bias the
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results of the RFID workflow study. However, vendor trust serves as a proxy for management
trust in our study. Because all of the clinics are satellites of a single hospital, employee privacy
policies apply equally in all locations.
Faced with a threat from an IS implementation, users may engage in problem-focused
coping, i.e. adaptive behaviors that take a problem solving approach to objectively mitigate a
threat (Liang and Xue 2009). A self-preservation strategy may be employed to resist by avoiding
or withdrawing from the information system (Beaudry and Pinsonneault 2005). Therefore, TRA
would posit that individuals may harbor a behavioral intention to resist or avoid a technology
based on a belief that it is a threat to them.
Equity implementation theory suggests that net equity changes, determined by changes
in outcomes and inputs, affect user resistance (Joshi 1991). If a net equity change is believed to
be negative then users may harbor an intention to resist an IS implementation (Joshi 1991).
Conversely, if users believe that an IS implementation will result in a positive net equity change
then users are likely to have low resistance to an IS implementation. Changes in power can be
viewed through the lens of equity implementation theory as changes in outcomes (Joshi 1991).
The effect of trust on user resistance may be analyzed by examining trustworthiness as a whole
as well as the individual trust components of competence, integrity and benevolence in the
context of net equity beliefs in a TRA model. High levels of trust in a trustee indicate that the
trustor believes that a relationship with the trustee will incur net benefits because of the
trustee’s attributes (Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, and Straub 2008). As a result of anticipated net
increases in equity, users will have a low resistance to an IS implementation (Joshi 1991). A high
level of competence would indicate that the trustor believes that the trustee is capable of
accomplishing relevant goals that have a benefit to the trustor. Because of anticipated future
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benefits, users with such a high level of trust will then have a low level of resistance to an IS
implementation. On the other hand, low levels of benevolence and integrity would indicate that
the trustor believes that the trustee may act opportunistically and not honor promises which
would result in either a lack of net benefits, or even result in net costs. Users with these net
equity beliefs will have an increased resistance to an IS implementation.
The effect of trust on user resistance may also be analyzed by examining threat beliefs
in a TRA model which would posit that threat intentions and threat behaviors such as user
resistance arise from threat beliefs. When threatened, users may avoid, withdraw (Liang and
Xue 2009) or resist an IS implementation (Lapointe and Rivard 2005). Because high levels of
trust reduces an individual’s perception of threats that the trustee will behave opportunistically,
users will exhibit low resistance to an IS implementation. Conversely, low levels of trust leads to
an individual’s lower certainty that a trustee will act opportunistically and therefore the trustor
will have an increased sense of a possible threat. Therefore, because system trust is a threatbased and net equity-based user resistance antecedent, this study posits that
H2a: Perceived competence in the IT artifact is negatively associated with user resistance to
an IS implementation
H2b: Perceived benevolence and integrity in the IT artifact is negatively associated with user
resistance to an IS implementation
H2c: Trust in the vendor is negatively associated with user resistance to an IS implementation
TRA predicts that subjective norms are a determinant of behavioral intention and actual
behavior. Subjective norms are an individual’s normative beliefs related to the perception of
people who are important to the individual about their attitudes towards the individual
performing a behavior (Ajzen and Fishbein 1973). If a user perceives that peers and superiors
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have a favorable attitude towards the user adopting a new information system, then the user
will think that he or she should do so. Similarly, if a user perceives that peers and superiors have
an unfavorable attitude towards the user resisting a new information system, then the user will
think that he or she should not do so. The reason for the perception that peers and superiors
favor the new information systems implementation will reduce an individual’s resistance to an
information system implementation is because of the threat of penalties and tendency to
conform to their peers’ opinions (Kim and Kankanhalli 2009).
H3: Subjective norms are negatively associated with user resistance to an IS implementation
Disposition to trust others has been an antecedent to initial trust formation in
interpersonal relationships prior to an individual’s developed knowledge of the trustee
(Jarvenpaa, Knoll, and Leidner 1998; Ridings, Gefen, and Arinze 2002; Robert Jr, Dennis, and
Hung 2009) and an antecedent to the interpersonal trust indicators of benevolence and
credibility of online auction sellers (Pavlou and Dimoka 2006). Moreover, disposition to trust
others has been determined to be an antecedent to trust in a vendor when individuals engage in
eCommerce (Kim and Ahn 2007; McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002) and mCommerce
(Kim, Shin, and Lee 2009), and obtain information online (McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar
2002; Zahedi and Song 2008).

Although disposition to trust was a direct antecedent to

institution-based trust in the website but an indirect antecedent to trust in the web vendor
(Lowry et al. 2008), this is not applicable in this study because institution-based structural
assurances in the form of HIPAA regulations apply to patients rather than to health
professionals.
Recently, there have been attempts to extend disposition to trust from eCommerce
vendor research to studies involving trust in the IT artifact itself (Li, Hess, and Valacich 2008;
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Wang and Benbasat 2008). Disposition to trust others was found to not be a significant
antecedent to trust in a government information system (Li, Hess, and Valacich 2008). Although
disposition to trust others was found to be an antecedent to trust of technological artifacts in
the form of recommendation agents (Wang and Benbasat 2008), this may be viewed as trust
transference from the vendor to the IT artifact. Since both the vendor and the IT artifact are
represented in this study’s theoretical model, we posit that vendor trust fully mediates the
effect of disposition to trust others on trust in the IT artifact. Because there are a small number
of individuals comprising the RFID vendor team and so interactions between them and the clinic
staff are interpersonal in nature, this study proposes:
H4: Disposition to trust is positively associated with trust in the vendor
Reputation has been found to be an important antecedent in initial trust in offline
vendors as well as online vendors (Qureshi et al. 2009). Li, Hess, and Valacich (2008) categorize
reputation as a cognitive trusting base where initial trust is formed through second hand
sources.

Reputation as an antecedent to trusting beliefs in an IT artifact – a national

identification database – was affirmed. Kim, Xu and Koh (2004), McKnight, Choudhury, and
Kacmar, (2002) and Pennington, Wilcox, and Grover (2003) also found reputation to be a
significant factor in customers’ trust in an online vendor. Wang and Benbasat (2008) classify
reputation as heuristic reasoning in assessing initial trust but did not find heuristic reasoning to
be a significant antecedent.

However, participants were trained in the use of the

recommendation agent before the actual experiment. Therefore, experience would be the
expected predominant antecedent which Wang and Benbasat (2008) found in their study.
Because the medical clinics are not implementing the RFID systems simultaneously, the
reputation of the customization vendor and the RFID system from installations at other clinics
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may be known to employees prior to implementation at their location. Reputation will be
included in future studies when additional data becomes available.
PEOU and PU are key determinants in the Technology Adoption Model, TAM, (Davis
1989) and the Decomposed Theory of Planned Behavior, DTPB, model of technology adoption
(Taylor and Todd 1995). PEOU and PU have also been incorporated as determinants for attitude
in a technology adoption study employing the theory of planned behavior, TPB (Taylor and Todd
1995). These three major technology adoption models, all of which are based on the Theory of
Reasoned Action, TRA, have been extensively used in IS research (Venkatesh et al. 2003).
Research integrating trust with technology adoption models have included PEOU and PU
determinants in studies on a software customization vendor (Gefen 2004), eCommerce (Awad
and Ragowsky 2008; Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003; Heijden, Verhagen, and Creemers
2003; Pavlou and Fygenson 2006), recommendation agents (Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, and Straub
2008; Wang and Benbasat 2005) and eGoverment (Teo, Srivastava, and Jiang 2008; Wu and
Chen 2005). Thiesse (2007) has proposed a trust and technology adoption framework for RFID
technologies that includes PEOU and PU as factors. Technology that is easier to use and
requires less effort will be perceived to be more useful (Davis 1989; Wang and Benbasat 2005).
Therefore this study proposes
H5: PEOU is positively associated with PU
Because PEOU is dependent on the technology’s user interface, an aspect of the IT
artifact’s structural feature set, this study classifies PEOU as an IT Artifact feature set (IAFS)
trusting base. PEOU can also be regarded to be a cognitive-based trust antecedent because
individuals use heuristic cues based on the IT artifact’s interface to ascertain its level of
capability and determine if care and effort were spent on its creation on behalf of the trustor
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(Wang and Benbasat 2005).

Awad & Ragowsky (2008) found strong evidence that the

magnitude of PEOU is greater for women than men. Pre-study interviews at a clinic that used
the RFID tracking system for over six months revealed that ease of use was a significant concern
and that it is also moderated by gender. The RFID tags that health professionals wear come only
with a clip as opposed to the variety of attachment options available with the RFID tags that
patients wear. On days when female health professionals wear dresses to work, user resistance
manifests as a result of poor ease of use because there is no easy place for them to clip the RFID
tags.
Good user interface design and navigability have been found in several studies to build
trust in an IT artifact (Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, and Straub 2008). Because competence is one of
the constructs of trust in the IT artifact, we hypothesize that the ease of use of a technology’s
user interface has a direct effect on a user’s trust in the IT artifact. In the absence of familiarity,
individuals use cognitive cues and heuristics such as a person’s appearance or the appearance of
a technology to judge trustworthiness (Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, and Straub 2008; Wu and Chen
2005). PEOU should have an effect on trust in a vendor through user perceptions that the
vendor is committed to the relationship through its investment in the creation of a technology
that is easy to use (Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003). Integrated trust and technology
adoption models have strongly affirmed that increased PEOU leads to higher levels of user trust
(Awad and Ragowsky 2008; Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003; Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, and
Straub 2008; Wang and Benbasat 2005; Wu and Chen 2005). Therefore, this study proposes
H6a: PEOU is positively associated with perceived competence in the IT artifact
H6b: PEOU is positively associated with perceived benevolence and integrity in the IT artifact
H6c: PEOU is positively associated with vendor trust
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Usefulness of a technology depends on both the effectiveness of the IT artifact and “on
the extent of the human service behind the IT, which makes the non-technological aspects of
the IT effective” (Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003).

Because perceived usefulness is

dependent on how well the IT artifact feature set meets the users’ needs, perceived usefulness
is classified under the IASF trusting base. The integrated-trust and technology adoption models
would predict that the more health care professionals perceive the RFID customization vendor
to be capable and competent, the more useful they will find the RFID tracking system to be.
Since competence is an element of vendor trust (McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002),
vendor trust would be expected to be a determinant of perceived usefulness. Similarly, an RFID
system that effectively records and stores locations and times of RFID tags would appear to be a
competent information technology to an individual. Therefore, perceived competence in the IT
artifact would also be expected to be a determinant of usefulness. Increased beliefs that the
RFID information system has been designed with the users’ best interests at heart, the more
useful they would regard the system. Therefore, perceived benevolence and integrity in the IT
artifact is expected to be a determinant of perceived usefulness of the system. Prior research
has affirmed the antecedent relationship of vendor trust to perceived usefulness (Awad and
Ragowsky 2008; Gefen 2004; Gefen, Karahanna, and Straub 2003) and the antecedent
relationship of trust in the IT artifact to perceived usefulness (Wang and Benbasat 2005). This
study proposes
H7a: Perceived competence in the IT artifact is positively associated with perceived usefulness
H7b: Perceived benevolence and integrity in the IT artifact is positively associated with
perceived usefulness
H7c: Trust in the vendor is positively associated with perceived usefulness
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At a clinic that used the RFID tracking system for over six months, employees in prestudy interviews indicated that a main reason for their lack of use of the technology and
reluctance to use the technology was the perception that the technology had not proven to be
useful. Conversely, the employees also indicated that they would be diligent in using the RFID
technology if it were useful in reducing the endemic lateness of certain doctors with their
appointments which have adverse effects on the entire clinic. Perceived usefulness is a belief
that a technology provides net benefits in the form of enhanced job performance (Davis 1989)
or improved outcomes and decreased inputs in the Equity Implementation Model (Joshi 1991).
If perceived usefulness is high then users should have a low resistance to an IS implementation
because of the belief in outcomes where their net equity increases. This study proposes:
H8: Perceived usefulness is negatively associated with user resistance to an IS implementation
Perceived voluntariness was found not to be a significant determinant of technology
adoption during initial stages of an information system implementation although perceived
voluntariness becomes significant during the later stages of implementation (Karahanna, Straub,
and Chervany 1999). Because the initial stage of the RFID employee location tracking system is
being researched, this study proposes:
H9: Perceived voluntariness in adopting the IS implementation is not associated with user
resistance
The intention to resist changes connected to an IS implementation is typically a
voluntary one because mandates associated with the IS implementation are to adopt the
technology rather than to resist it. This study permits both the ability to investigate mandated
IS implementations using technology adoption models based on the theory of reasoned action
and the ability to examine user activities related to an IS implementation in a finer graduation
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than adoption or lack of adoption.

As this study examines the conditions shortly after

installation but before regular use of the system, the focus of this research is on initial trust and
the user’s initial intent to resist the RFID implementation.

A table comparing this study to

previous integrated trust and technology adoption model is presented below.

Table 2: Study Comparisons
Comparison of This Study vs. Previous Trust and Technology Adoption Studies
Trust Targets
PEOU & PU Targets Behavioral
Initial or
Intentions
continuing trust
and intentions
RFID tracking
User resistance
system,
RFID tracking
This Study
Initial
to IS
RFID customization system
implementation
vendor
Awad &
Use a website,
Ragowsky
Online vendor
Websites
purchase on the Continuing
2008
website
Use a website,
Gefen et al.
Online vendor
Websites
purchase on the Continuing
2003
website
Heijden et
Purchase on the
Online vendor
Website
Both
al. 2003
website
Pavlou &
Use a website,
Online vendor,
Fygenson
Website
purchase on the Both
website
2006
website
Wang &
Online
Online
Adopt agents
Initial
Benbasat
recommendation
recommendation
2005
agents
agents
Wu & Chen Online tax program Online tax program Use tax program Both
2005

The next section presents the study’s research methodology and consists of the multiple
methods used in the study, the survey instrument, the data collection, data analysis and the
results.
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4.2 Research Methodology
The methodologies used to study user resistance have been primarily qualitative, of
which the majority have been case studies (Beaudry and Pinsonneault 2005; Doolin 2004;
Ferneley and Sobreperez 2006; Lapointe and Rivard 2005; Markus 1983; Sutanto et al. 2008;
Wilson and Howcroft 2005).

Ethnography has also been employed to study middle

management resistance towards an email system (Sayer 1998). Of the few user resistance
studies that have been quantitative, two studies have employed structural equation modeling to
determine the relationship of various technology adoption factors to user resistance
(Bhattacherjee and Hikmet 2007; Kim and Kankanhalli 2009), one study used multiple regression
to relate IS avoidance with independent factors (Kane and Labianca 2011), and one study has
applied t-tests and ANOVA to measure the relationship between loss of power and increase in
user resistance (Bartos 2008).

This doctoral study furthers user resistance research by

conducting a cross-sectional, quantitative, survey-based research study that employs a
structural equation model which includes previously un-researched factors of system trust. The
strength of survey based studies are the ability to determine the prevalence and extent of a
factor which is applicable in this study’s attempt to measure individual beliefs and intentions
involving user resistance to an RFID system implementation. Additional advantages of a survey
based design are the ability to accurately estimate the characteristics of a population without
having to interview the entire population and gather data on many different characteristics of a
sample. A main disadvantage of the survey research design is the inability to develop an
understanding that includes contextual circumstances. To overcome this disadvantage, free
form survey questions have been included and interviews have been conducted with clinic
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employees to gain an understanding of the context with which clinic employees accept or resist
the RFID system implementation.
Research Settings
The settings for this research study are medical clinics of a Northeastern American
hospital. Dr. R piloted the workflow RFID study in the main hospital clinic where he works as a
medical practitioner. In the course of the pilot study, reliability issues with the bar coding
system were uncovered and the equipment was upgraded to more reliable components.
Subsequent to completed installation of the RFID employee tracking system in the hospital
clinic, Dr. R and his team have served as an RFID vendor to clinics which have chosen to explore
this technology. Although the six clinics studied have different attributes such as appointment
methods, geographic location, patient population, and clinic layout (see Table 3), all clinic
workers are drawn from the same hospital employee pool and follow the same regulations.
Alpha Clinic began the RFID project before the inception of this study. This clinic is also
where Dr. R practices medicine and, as a result of his personal relationship there, has a great
deal of leverage in getting the clinic to participate in the RFID project. As the pilot clinic in
adopting this project, they encountered issues with the equipment. In particular, the bar code
scanners where not reliable and had to be upgraded. Although this clinic ceased daily operation
of the pilot RFID system over two years ago, in March 2013, they installed the new version of
the RFID system that incorporates updated hardware and software components.
Beta Clinic, which is situated in a wealthy neighborhood with its offices located on part
of a single floor, operates by advance appointments only. Any patients who walk in without an
appointment are directed to make an advance appointment for a future day. This medical clinic
was the second clinic to use the RFID system but they encountered serious user resistance at all
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levels to the project. Prior to the system implementation, a survey was given to the staff that
included questions on job satisfaction and employee participation that severely biased the
clinic’s participation in the project. In the process of answering those survey questions, staff
concerns and dissatisfaction became overt. Moreover, the clinic manager’s perception was that
the survey made explicit areas for staff dissatisfaction and increased their discontent. In
particular, questions about the individual’s sense of empowerment and personal
accomplishment, and feeling of energy caused some individuals to express their dissatisfaction
with the state of their environment to their superiors. In addition, IT artifact reliability problems
centered on the bar code reader caused a great deal of stress for the receptionists. The initial
observations of this particular clinic coincided with the decision of the hospital to reduce costs
by eliminating some support staff. Concerned about being the target of staff reductions, the
front desk staff stressed that they were not responsible for their failure to use the RFID
assign/un-assign application because bar code scanner problems were to blame. After the
experience with this clinic, a great deal of care was placed on ensuring that survey questions not
bias the hospital research study or work environment. This clinic never really adopted the RFID
system although another attempt with updated hardware and software is planned for the
future.
The third clinic in the hospital research study, Eta Clinic, is located in the center of an
economically depressed neighborhood, occupies an entire single floor building and serves a
large minority population with young children.

Although Eta Clinic operates primarily by

appointments it does permit walk-ins as well.

This clinic successfully adopted the RFID

technology which was used before and after a “clinic intervention” where medical assistants’ job
processes were modified. Before the intervention, medical assistants worked in a pool and
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patients were assigned on the basis of available staff at the moment of service. After the
intervention, medical assistants were pre-assigned to patients similar to the way general
practitioners are pre-assigned to patients. The hospital’s RFID project produced data that
indicated that although waiting time increased and health care professional co-location time
decreased, the net effect was that the patient’s flow time through the system decreased. Eta
Clinic ceased using the RFID system over one year ago and the updated RFID system will be
implemented in the next two years.
Gamma clinic is located in the same city as the hospital in a wealthy neighborhood and
serves a clientele with an above average income. The clinic successfully implemented the RFID
system and it has been in daily operation for the past year. User resistance to the system has
been encountered in the form of avoidance and staff complaints. The clinic manager has to
regularly remind the front desk staff to assign RFID tags to the patients and the health care staff
to wear the tags. A design flaw with the RFID tags that affected the women in the clinic was
uncovered. Women wearing dresses to work found there was no obvious location to clip the
RFID tag to their clothing and, as a result, did not wear them on those days.
The fifth clinic, Upsilon Clinic is unique in that the medical staff provides just urology and
gynecology services rather than addressing general medical needs. This clinic is geographically
dispersed in three locations (U1, U2 and U3) but share the same medical staff. Upsilon location
U1 is located next to the main hospital. Upsilon locations U2 and U3 both located in wealthy
suburbs. This clinic completed the installation of the previous version of the RFID system in
November 2010 and it was in operation on a daily basis in 2011. They will be implementing the
updated version of the RFID system in 2014.
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Rho Clinic is a large clinic with multiple floors located in a lower income suburb and
employs a larger staff than the other clinics. This clinic completed installation of the RFID
system and it is in operation on a daily basis.
Health care professionals at these clinics consist of a combination of clinicians, support
staff, and administrators who are also clinicians. For the purposes of this study, clinicians
include both doctors and nurses. Although the clinic population is constantly changing, the
estimate provided by Dr. R is approximately 93 employees in the three participating clinics in
this study with an additional 57 employees in three additional clinics that may serve for future
replication of the results.
Table 3: Clinics
Participating Clinics in this Study
Clinic
Property

Alpha
Clinic

Gamma
Clinic

Potential Future Clinics
(Test replication of results)

Rho Clinic

Beta Clinic

Eta Clinic
Economically
depressed
suburb

Location

1st floor
of
hospital

Wealthy
city
location

Economical
-ly
depressed
suburb

Wealth city
neighborhood

Appt
Method

Walk-ins

Primarily
appt

Primarily
appt

Appt only

Patients

Working
class

Middle to
upper
middle
class

General
population

Middle to
upper
middle
class

Layout

Single
floor

Single floor

Multiple
floors

Single floor

Staff
Total

40
20
33
93 Hospital Clinic Workers

4.2.1 Development of the Questionnaire
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Primarily
appts, walkins as well
Large
minority
population
with children

Upsilon
Clinic
Next to
hospital;
wealthy
suburbs
Primarily
appt
Mostly
women

Dispersed
in three
locations
20
20
17
57 Hospital Clinic Workers
Single floor
building

A field survey designed to empirically test the system trust and user resistance model
hypotheses was administered to the 93 hospital employees from the three clinics participating
in the employee location tracking RFID system implementation. The survey instrument was
developed through multiple methods – clinic observations, results from a pilot survey, and
formal interviews with health care professionals – and informed by prior literature on trust and
user resistance. The author conducted observations of the various clinics during the following
project stages:
1. prior to the staff’s knowledge of the project
2. RFID vendor team meetings with the clinic staff to present the technology
3. implementation of the RFID hardware and software
4. post-implementation troubleshooting
Employees’ concerns were apparent during these observations as clinic professionals
questioned the extent of the use of the RFID technology to monitor employee conduct
especially when they were not working, such as using the bathroom and taking lunch breaks.
A pilot survey was administered at Alpha Clinic to determine the feasibility of studying
trust in the IT artifact and vendor trust in the adoption of business process reengineering RFID
technology. Quantitative data from the pilot survey at Alpha Clinic indicated that, although
adoption of the technology was supposedly not voluntary, a great deal of variation appeared in
individuals’ intentions to adopt the software thus indicating that there may be user resistance to
the technology. As a result of these findings, the survey instrument was modified instead to
study user resistance in order to conduct a more nuanced study of technology adoption
intentions and to alleviate any concerns with the mandatory nature of the implementation. The
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initial survey also uncovered ambiguities with questions regarding trust in the IT artifact which
resulted in more precise inquiries in the final survey instrument.
In order to further confirm the content validity of the questionnaire and the internal
validity of the research model, an interview protocol (Appendix A: Pre-Survey Interview
Protocol) was created to determine user resistance factors and trust antecedents. The interview
protocol was used in conducting formal, thirty-minute, open-ended interviews of health care
professionals to uncover user resistance behaviors and the reasons for their existence. In
addition, interviewees were questioned about what trust issues concerned them and how they
expected to react to the use of the RFID tags. All interviewees were health professionals at
Gamma Clinic, one of the more recent clinics to adopt the RFID technology and had been using
the RFID tags for over six months. The taped interviews identified a number of important
factors in the RFID information systems implementation including usefulness of the information
system, ease of use of the RFID tags, forms of user resistance and differing social norms at the
clinics. In particular, usefulness of the system was mentioned by interviewees as a factor that
would have a major effect on use of or resistance to the system. Examples of user resistance
pervaded the three interviews and encompassed making excuses for not participating in the
study, complaining about having to use the technology, outright refusing to use the technology,
and management constantly having to remind the entire staff to wear the RFID tags.
“Even once everything was installed we didn’t start right away. … There was a period
where I [the clinic manager] realized I had not seen a transponder in a week. … So we
really emphasized the need to do that and it [handing out RFID tags] picked up again.”
From the interviews, user resistance factors identified were system trust, social norms,
system ease of use, and perceived usefulness of the system. These user resistance factors have
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been incorporated into this study’s research model with gender, age and whether the person is
a clinician as control variables.
4.2.2 Survey Instrument and Data Collection
A review of the information systems literature on the antecedents of system trust and
user resistance to IS implementation was conducted to ascertain relevant constructs and their
relationships to one another. Validated scales were adapted from the existing literature and
rephrased for the context of this study. The measurement items and references are listed
below in Table 4: Measurement Items. Each item is measured using a seven point Likert scale.

Table 4: Measurement Items
Vendor Trust (Gefen 2004; McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002)
VTC1 Competence - The RFID team is competent and effective in providing clinic
workflow information based on the RFID data
VTC2 Competence - The RFID team is capable and proficient in analyzing clinic
workflows
VTC3 Competence - The RFID team is knowledgeable about clinic workflow
VTI1
Integrity - The RFID team honors its commitment to keep my personal
information private and anonymous
VTI2
Integrity - Promises made by the RFID team are reliable
VTI3
Integrity - The RFID team is open in dealing with me
VTB1 Benevolence - The RFID team acts in my best interest
VTB2 Benevolence – The RFID team puts my interests first
VTB3 Benevolence - The RFID team is ready and willing to assist and support me
Trust in the IT Artifact (McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002; Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, and
Straub 2008)
ITC1
Competence - The RFID system is competent and effective in recording the
location and time captured by an RFID tag
ITC2
Competence - The RFID system is competent and effective in recording when a
health professional’s RFID tag and a patient’s RFID tag are in the same room at
the same time
ITC3
Competence - The RFID system performs its role of tracking the movement of a
person wearing an RFID tag in a clinic very well
ITC4
Competence - Overall, this RFID system is a capable and proficient person locator
ITI1

Integrity - The RFID system adheres to commitments to keep my personal
information private and anonymous
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ITI2
ITB1
ITB2

Integrity - The RFID system adheres to commitments NOT to track RFID tags
when they are in the bathroom
Benevolence - The RFID system captures information in a way that puts my best
interests first
Benevolence - The RFID system captures information in a way that keeps my best
interests in mind

Disposition to Trust (McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002; Nicolaou and McKnight 2006)
DIS1
In general, I trust people unless I have a reason not to
DIS2
In general, I give people the benefit of the doubt
DIS3
In general, I trust people until they prove otherwise

User Resistance1 (Kim and Kankanhalli 2009)
UR4
I will comply with a change to a new way of working as a result of RFID system
recommendations (reversed)
UR5
I will cooperate with a change to a new way of working as a result of RFID system
recommendations (reversed)
UR6
I oppose/support a change to a new way of working as a result of RFID system
recommendations (reversed)
Perceived Ease of Use (Davis 1989)
PEOU1 My interaction with the RFID system is clear and understandable
PEOU2 Learning to use the RFID system was easy
PEOU3 Overall, the RFID system is easy to use
Perceived Usefulness (Davis 1989)
PU1
The RFID system is useful for determining patient wait times
PU2
The RFID system is useful for determining the amount of time a health care
professional spends with a patient
PU3
Overall, the RFID system is useful for improving the operations of this clinic
Reputation2 (McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar 2002)
REP1 The RFID team has a good reputation
REP2 The RFID information system has a good reputation
Familiarity3 (Bhattacherjee 2002)
1

These measurement items were on a semantic differential scale. UR4 – not comply to comply. UR5 –
not cooperate to cooperate. UR6 – oppose to support.
2
Reputation could not be included in this model because the measurement items were added partway
into the study. The questions are included for a potential future study.
3
Familiarity measurement items were included in case there were significant differences between the
group of clinic workers who had participated in a previous RFID implementation and those who had not.
Because there were no significant differences, this measurement item was not included in the model.
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FAM1
FAM2

Overall, I am familiar with the RFID system
Overall, I am familiar with the RFID team

Subjective Norm (Ajzen 1991)
SN1
People who are important to me think that I should use the RFID system
SN2
People who influence my behavior think that I should use the RFID system
Perceived Voluntariness (Karahanna, Straub, and Chervany 1999)
PV1
My boss does not require me to adopt the RFID system
PV2
Although it might be helpful, adopting the RFID system is certainly not
compulsory in my job
The field survey to test the trust and user resistance model was conducted at the
research hospital’s clinics.

This study is cross-sectional in design and the surveys were

administered at a single point in time shortly after the RFID system has been implemented at
the clinic but before routine use began. There were two levels of approval that were needed to
be obtained in order to administer the survey. First, the managing research scientist on the
RFID team had to grant approval to conduct the survey in the clinics where the RFID technology
was being implemented. Second, each hospital clinic manager then had to grant approval to
conduct the survey in their specific clinic.
Because of serious concerns of biasing the hospital workflow research project and
disrupting operations at the clinics, a statement about the RFID system storing data
anonymously had to be placed in the middle of the survey prior to a question asking about it.
This posed a bias to measurement item ITI1 and so the item was removed from the analysis.
Also, a couple minor wording changes were made after the first survey which did not affect the
meaning of the measurement items. For example, “RFID system” was replaced with “RFID
information system,” in one question, and the phrase “In general,” was added to the disposition
to trust questions.
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Because this study examines trust in the IT artifact, vendor trust, and user resistance to
an information systems implementation, the unit of analysis in this study is a hospital employee
participating in an RFID employee tracking information system implementation. Therefore, the
field survey was administered to employees at hospital locations after the RFID team had
introduced the RFID project to the staff and the RFID system was operational but before
organization-wide regular use of the system had begun.
One data collection strategy that was used to increase the response rate was to
administer an online shared survey to the clinics that combined this study’s questions with the
RFID team’s questions. As a result, the survey consisted of several sections – demographics, the
RFID team’s job satisfaction questions, and this study’s questions utilizing a 7-point Likert scale,
and additional questions for a separate user resistance research project.

Health care

professionals received an official notice from the clinic manager to take the survey and
subsequent reminders were sent afterwards. However, due to long technical delays at the
clinics, only three clinics have successfully implemented the RFID information systems and have
participated in this study. The use of an online survey did increase the response rate above 50%
because clinic staff was able to take it after work hours. A total of 59 employees out of a clinic
population of 93 staff took the survey for a response rate of 63%. Of the surveys that were
collected, six were incomplete with almost all of the fields missing, and five surveys were
stopped after the participants read the IRB disclaimer. This left a total of 48 surveys from the
three clinics for a usable response rate of 52%.
4.2.3 Ethical Considerations
To address ethical concerns regarding human subjects testing, the following statement
was included at the beginning of the survey to ensure informed consent and that participants
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were aware that their participation was voluntary without loss of benefit for non-participation,
and that survey responses are anonymous and kept confidential by having the data used only in
the aggregate:
“The survey is anonymous. No identifiable information will be collected or
stored. You have the right not to participate. There is no risk to you for either
participating or not participating. Data gathered from the survey will be
presented only in the aggregate.”
The following section will cover the data analysis which primarily consisted of testing
the hypotheses by using PLS to analyze a structural equation model. Data analysis issues such as
sample size requirements, missing data, and merging separate samples.
4.2.4 Data Analysis
The desired sample size for a covariance based SEM is ten times the number of
parameters (Chin 1998) in the trust and user resistance mode. Because such a large sample size
is impossible to accomplish even with the estimated maximum total clinic health care
professional population of approximately 93 individuals in the three participating clinics, a
component based approach using PLS is necessary.

The recommended sample size

requirements for PLS are ten times the number of indicators in the largest construct or the
largest number of independent latent variables affecting a dependent variable (Chin 1998; Cyr
et al. 2009). In the trust and user resistance model, the largest construct contains nine
indicators and thus, a sample size of ninety is sufficient for this study. The Alpha, Gamma and
Rho clinics completed their RFID information system implementations and agreed to be part of
this study.

There are three potential clinics that are expected to complete their

implementations in the near future, ranging from 9 months to 24 months from now. The
theoretical model can then be re-tested in the future to verify replication of the results. Missing
values were imputed using means replacement.
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The demographics for the population of the three clinics that were sampled were
estimates provided by the clinic managers. The average age is 42 years; with 78.9% of the
population women and 68% clinicians. The sample’s average employee age was 46 years, 76.6%
were women and 52% were clinicians. Because there is a bias in the sample towards fewer
clinicians, an additional MANOVA analysis was conducted to determine if there is a difference
between the clinician group and the non-clinician group with respect to the endogenous
variables. The results are described below and in Table 8.
Although the selected population from which we are sampling are employees of a single
hospital who have participated in an RFID employee tracking information systems
implementation, which indicates that participants across clinics are to be analyzed together, a
MANOVA test employing Wilk’s lambda was used to explore whether the clinic samples could be
regarded as distinctly separate groups (Pavlou and Fygenson 2006). A MANOVA analysis of the
personal characteristics of the participants – age, gender and whether the employee was a
clinician or not – indicated that the clinics were not significantly different with a Wilk’s lambda
value of .872 and a significance level of .453 which is well over the .05 threshold. In order to
conduct a MANOVA analysis of the endogenous variables, traditional data transformations had
to be performed on a user resistance variable and on a perceived usefulness variable to make
them normal. A MANOVA analysis of the endogenous variables also indicates that the clinics are
not significantly different from one another.

Because of the large number of variables

compared to the sample size, a single variable was chosen from each co-varying construct or
sub-construct for the MANOVA analysis. This process was done twice with a different set of
variables. In both cases, the Wilk’s lambda was over .6 and the significance level was well over
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the .05 threshold (see Table 8).

This analysis indicates that the clinic groups were not

significantly different from one another.
Because a new version of the RFID software was recently created, there were two clinic
populations that were sampled: 1) new RFID implementations at clinics and 2) implementation
of the new RFID version at clinics that stopped using the previous version more than one year
ago. Similar to the clinic analysis, a MANOVA analysis was performed to determine whether the
group of individuals who were participating in an RFID system implementation for the first time
could be merged with the group of individuals participating in a new version of the RFID system
implementation that was taking place more than a year after the previous version had ended
use. A MANOVA analysis of the personal characteristics of the participants - age, gender and
whether the employee was a clinician or not – indicated that the two groups were not
significantly different with a Wilk’s lambda value of .962 and a significance level of .65, far above
the .05 threshold. The MANOVA test, using the same collection of endogenous variables as for
the clinics, revealed that the two groups are not significantly different. The Wilk’s lambda
values were both over .7 and the significance level were well over the .05 threshold (Table 8).
Therefore, all of the survey participants from the three clinics, regardless of their previous RFID
system participation, could be treated as a single sample. These results suggest that two years’
time after an RFID employee location tracking information system implementation, the
participants’ familiarity with the system has decayed to match the group of hospital clinic
workers who have never participated in such an information system implementation. Also
because the initial stage of a system implementation is being studied, the theoretical model did
not include familiarity.
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Because there was a bias in the representation of clinicians in the sample – smaller than
in the population – a MANOVA analysis was conducted to determine whether there was a
difference between the clinician group and the non-clinician group with respect to the model,
using the same collection of endogenous variables as for the two above tests. The results
revealed no difference between the two groups with the Wilk’s lambda value above .8 and the
significance levels far above the .05 threshold (Table 8). Therefore, the results of testing the
theoretical model will be unaffected by the under-representation of clinicians in the sample.
Common method bias is another concern because all of the data is collected through a
single method, the survey. Harman’s single factor test, a widely used statistical technique, was
employed to detect the existence of common method bias. Common method variance is
assumed to exist if only one factor arises from unrotated factor solutions or the first factor is
responsible for most of the variance in the variables (Malhotra, Kim, and Patil 2006). A factor
analysis resulted in seven factors of which the first factor was responsible for only 40.7% of the
variance of the variables (see Tables 6 and 7).

Therefore, the conclusion is that the data does

not suffer from common method bias.
A structural equation model is used to test the model (Figure 1) trust and user
resistance constructs. The structural equation modeling process consists of two sequential
analyses – 1) the measurement model and 2) the structural model. The first step is to perform
an analysis to validate the measurement model by representing the relationship between the
model’s constructs and their indicators.

The next step is to perform a path analysis to

determine the fit of the structural model by determining the relationships between the latent
constructs (Kline 2005). Partial Least Squares, PLS, was chosen to analyze the relationship of the
variables in the measurement and structural models because sample size requirements are less
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demanding (Chin, Marcolin, and Newsted 2003), non-normal data can be accommodated, and
PLS is virtually without competition in the analysis of large, complex models (Pavlou and Gefen
2005). Moreover, PLS had the advantage that it can be used to evaluate both the measurement
and structural model simultaneously (Gefen 2004). The software tool selected to analyze the
structural

equation

model

is

SmartPLS

2.0.M3,

which

is

available

for

free

at

http://www.smartpls.de (Ringle, Wende, and Will 2005). PLS has been used extensively to
analyze complex structural equation models in information systems trust research (Cyr 2008;
Cyr et al. 2009; Gefen 2004; Jarvenpaa, Shaw, and Staples 2004; Komiak and Benbasat 2006; Lim
et al. 2006; Lowry et al. 2008; Nicolaou and McKnight 2006; Pavlou 2002; Pavlou and Dimoka
2006; Pavlou and Fygenson 2006; Pavlou and Gefen 2004, 2005; Pavlou, Huigang, and Yajiong
2007; Rustagi, King, and Kirsch 2008; Sia et al. 2009; Slyke et al. 2006; Stewart and Gosain 2006;
Teo, Srivastava, and Jiang 2008; Wang and Benbasat 2005, 2008) and has been recently used to
analyze a structural equation model in user resistance research (Bhattacherjee and Hikmet
2007).
Because confirmatory factor analysis was used to test the measurement model,
convergent validity and discriminant validity needed to be verified. To determine discriminant
validity, factor analysis and cross loadings needed to be examined (Komiak and Benbasat 2006).
The first test for discriminant validity is that all measurement items should load highly,
above 0.6, on their own constructs but not highly on other constructs (Gefen and Straub 2005).
The DIS2 measurement item had a poor loading of .56 and was subsequently dropped from the
disposition to trust, DIS, construct. The subsequent cross loadings are displayed in Table 12.
Although a recommendation is to have loadings of the measurement items on the assigned
latent construct be an order of magnitude larger than loadings on other latent constructs,
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established thresholds do not yet exist to establish discriminant validity (Gefen and Straub
2005). Gefen and Straub (2005) demonstrated that an exploratory factor analysis could have
loadings below the .4 threshold that could appear as high as .5 in PLS. All measurement items
loaded the recommended order of magnitude higher on their latent constructs than on other
latent constructs except for VTB1 and VTC1 whose loadings on their own latent constructs were
all still noticeably above that of its loading on the other latent constructs (see Table 12). The
model was also tested with the removal of these two measurement items and the model results
remained unchanged. No paths changed significance and the path loadings were all close to the
original values. For reasons of theoretical integrity, these measurement items were retained in
the model.
In the second test for discriminant validity, the square root of the average variance
(AVE) of a latent variable should be much higher than its correlation with other latent variables
in the model. As seen in Table 10, all latent variables had much higher square roots of variance
versus their correlations with other latent variables. In addition, all AVE’s were substantially
higher than the .5 threshold with the AVEs ranging from .69 to .95 for multiple item latent
constructs (see Table 11). Therefore, all conditions for discriminant validity were met.
The statistical measure most often used to determine internal consistency reliability is
Cronbach’s alpha which measures the “degree to which responses are consistent across the
items within a single measure (Kline 2005).

The Cronbach’s alpha values for the latent

constructs tested in the model ranged between .79 and .95 which were well above the accepted
level of .70 (see Table 9). These reliability levels suggest the latent constructs all have a high
degree of internal consistency.
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For convergent validity, each measurement item needs to load with the p value at the
.05 level (Gefen and Straub 2005) equivalent to a t-statistic of greater than 2. Because PLS does
not assume the data is normally distributed, the significance tests used in regression do not
apply. Instead, PLS uses bootstrapping to generate a large number of samples based on the
original dataset. Significance tests can then be made based on the generated collection of
samples. Nonparametric bootstrapping was run using SmartPLS 2.0.M3 to generate 2000
samples, each of which contained 48 cases, equal to the number of valid cases in the original
dataset. All of the measurement item loadings in the resulting model had a t-statistic greater
than two (see Table 13). Since the convergent validity requirements were also met, the data
sample is of sufficient quality for hypothesis testing.
4.2.5 Hypotheses Testing
After evaluating the common method variance and measurement properties of the
survey instrument, the hypotheses were tested by using SmartPLS to analyze the structural
model. Because an employee’s job position as a clinician had an insignificant and low effect on
user resistance (β=.18, t=1.27), bias was not a concern. Job position was also found not to be a
significant influence on user resistance in prior literature (Kim and Kankanhalli 2009), and so this
control variable was removed from the model. Similarly, because vendor trust also had a low
and insignificant effect on user resistance (β=-.10, t-statistic=.31) indicating that the effect of
vendor trust on user resistance was mediated by other variables, the direct relationship to user
resistance was removed from the model.
An analysis of R2 scores of the endogenous variables, and the magnitude and
significance of the individual paths are performed to evaluate the structural model’s explanatory
power.

The research model explained 39% of the variance in user resistance which is
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comparable to prior models that included IT artifact trust and technology adoption factors 36% of the variance in intention to adopt a recommendation agent (Wang and Benbasat 2005),
and 24% of the variance to use an m-commerce portal (Vance, Elie-Dit-Cosaque, and Straub
2008). As for the trust components, the model explained 51% of the variance in perceived
competence in the IT artifact, 57% of the variance in perceived benevolence and integrity of the
IT artifact and 41% of the variance in vendor trust. Sixty-six percent of the variance in perceived
usefulness was explained by the model.
Positing that vendor trust has a positive effect on the components of IT artifact trust
was supported because vendor trust has a strong and significant effect on both perceived
competence in the IT artifact – hypothesis H1a (β=.80, t=6.32), and perceived
benevolence/integrity in the IT artifact – hypothesis H1b (β=.46, t=2.65). Of all of the direct
effects

on

user

resistance,

the

only

supported

hypotheses

was

that

perceived

benevolence/integrity in the IT artifact has a significant negative effect on user resistance –
hypothesis H2b (β=-.46, t=2.08), and that perceived voluntariness has a zero effect on user
resistance, hypothesis H9 (β=-.001, t=.006). The direct effects of perceived competence in the IT
artifact, vendor trust4, perceived usefulness and social norms on user resistance were not
significant, therefore hypotheses H2a, H2c, H8, and H3 respectively were all unsupported.
All of the trust antecedent relationships were significant although the effect of PEOU on
perceived competence in the IT artifact, hypothesis H6a, is negative (β=-.22, t=2.35). Disposition
to trust others has a positive effect on vendor trust – hypothesis H4 (β=.42, t=2.64). PEOU has a

4

The direct effect of vendor trust on user resistance was both low and insignificant (β= -.10, tstatistic=.31), explaining less than 1% of the variance in user resistance which indicates that vendor trust
is mediated by other variables. Thus, this relationship was removed from the final model.
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significant positive effect on vendor trust (β=.51, t=4.31) and benevolence/integrity in the IT
artifact (β=.42, t=2.84), thus supporting hypotheses H6c and H6b respectively.
Of the antecedents to perceived usefulness, the positive relationship between PEOU
and PU was not significant and therefore hypothesis H5 was unsupported.

Perceived

benevolence/integrity in the IT artifact also did not have a significant effect on PU, thus
hypothesis H7b was not supported. However, hypothesis H7a was supported because perceived
competence in the IT artifact had a significant positive influence on PU (β=.40, t=2.33).
Hypothesis H7c was also supported because vendor trust had a significant positive effect on PU
(β=.51, t=2.50).
The control variables of gender, age, and position had no significant effects on user
resistance in this study or in prior user resistance research (Kim and Kankanhalli 2009). The
resulting model is displayed in Figure 2 below, and a summary of the hypotheses tests are in
Table 16.

Figure 2: PLS Analysis of Research Model
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5. Discussion
This study has explored the complexities of trust and their effects on user resistance to a
RFID employee location tracking information system.

Drawing upon the theoretical and

empirical work found in the information systems literature, the exploration of trust was
expanded to incorporate both trust in a vendor and the components of trust in an IT artifact in a
single theoretical model explaining user resistance.

Data from this study confirms the

nomological validity of Kim and Kankanhalli’s (2009) user resistance construct in a very different
setting – employees at a hospital’s medical clinics consisting of 79% women versus employees of
a major IT service company composed of 66% men. Although the nomological validity of vendor
trust and the components of IT artifact trust were also confirmed, the perceptions of
benevolence and integrity in the IT artifact loaded separately from perceptions of competence in
the IT artifact. Thus, this study found that participants of an RFID employee location tracking
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information system indeed hold separate, although related, perceptions of trust in the vendor
from the components of trust in the IT artifact.
Pre-study interviews with Gamma clinic workers who participated in the first RFID
information system implementation corroborate the results found in this study.

In the

beginning stages of an information systems implementation, the analysis shows that
perceptions of the IT artifact’s perceived benevolence and integrity were the only significant
direct drivers of user resistance found in the model.
“Everybody thinks it was a big brother … you are going to track my every
movement. If I am away from my workstation are you going to be looking to say you
have been away from your desk for ten minutes? … But I think that is what people’s
concerns were – we are watching everything you do. Even the docs were like, you
know, we are concerned about that type of thing.”
“We just explained that we weren’t looking to actually see. We weren’t tracking
individual staff members. … Once we said it that way, people were like ‘all right’ and so
they seemed to be accepting of it anyway.”
This is in strong contrast with a number of integrated Trust-TAM models where a combination of
trust and perceived usefulness contributed to technology acceptance. Although this may
indicate that technology acceptance and user resistance are influenced by a different
combination of factors, one study by Gefen et al. (2003) found that for online purchase
intentions, trust was also the only direct effect on adoption intentions. Employee concerns over
the possible opportunistic behavior of RFID information system dominated any perceived ability
of the system to accomplish its goals of tracking individuals and providing useful improvements
to clinical workflow. In the case of the RFID information system, usefulness and perceived
competence of the IT artifact did not have a significant effect on user resistance. The following
quote from a pre-study interview provides evidence that concerns regarding the usefulness and
competence of the IT artifact in the laboratory location did not have an effect on user resistance.
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“The only issue we’ve had [are] these boxes [RFID receivers]. Little difficult to getting
the lab and … right outside the lab. … A little bit of difficulty with triangulation, has
been a little disappointing. It is not as good in the lab because of that technical issue
but other than that it’s been fine.”
In an unstructured, post-study interview, a vendor team member revealed that a number of
clinic workers had to be persuaded that the RFID system was not as competent in tracking their
locations, and thus not that good at exposing their performance, in order to reduce their
resistance to the system. Future research could be conducted to determine if increases in
perceived competence and usefulness of the system may become insignificant factors in user
resistance if negative equity in the form of employee exposure is generated.
Social norms did not have a significant effect on user resistance, affirming Kim and
Kankanhalli’s (2009) results that colleague opinions did not have a direct effect on user
resistance. The lack of voluntariness had no effect on user resistance even though the RFID
information system had already been implemented and had begun regular use. As opposed to
technology acceptance, individuals are more able to resist an information system
implementation even if its acceptance has been deemed mandatory by superiors or strongly
supported by peers.
Vendor trust has a significant direct effect on both the perceived competence and
benevolence/integrity in the IT artifact. However, the effect of vendor trust on user resistance is
primarily mediated by perceived benevolence in the IT artifact. The vendor’s information and
explanation about the RFID employee location tracking information system strongly influences
the employees’ perception of how well the system will perform its function, and whether the
system will behave in an opportunistic manner with negative results.
The strong effects of disposition to trust others and PEOU on vendor trust further
supports prior research results on vendor trust antecedents. The significant effects of PEOU on
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the components of IT artifact trust are at odds with studies by Vance et al. (2008) and Wang and
Benbasat (2005). The effect of PEOU on perceived competence in the IT artifact is negative and
in opposition to the positive effect on perceived benevolence and integrity in the IT artifact.
This result arises from the nature of the interaction between users and the RFID employee
location tracking system. The easier the IT artifact is to use, i.e. the more innocuous it is, the
more users wonder if the system is actually doing its job and whether it is useful.
5.1 Limitations
The existence of several limitations in this research requires that the results be
interpreted according to the context of the study.

This research examined health care

professionals working in small medical clinics comprised overwhelming of women. As a result,
these results may not generalize to the broader population or in larger organizations. In
addition, all participating clinics were based in the same geographical area of the United States
in the northeast.

Since research has shown that culture is an important factor in the

development of trusting beliefs (Cyr 2008; Kim 2008; Sia et al. 2009) these results may not
generalize to countries other than the United States.
Interaction with this system is quite different than that of most software applications.
Rather than interacting with the software in an active manner, users passively wore RFID tags
and walked in and out of the presences of RFID receivers. Also, the application studied was an
RFID information system whose successful implementation is potentially more threatening than
useful to users because it may cause their job processes to dramatically change in the future.
Therefore, generalizing the results may inappropriate in information systems implementations
that do not have conflicting potential outcomes. In addition, the small sample size may have
introduced a bias which would only be uncovered with additional data. Future research could
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be conducted to determine if the results are replicable in the remaining three clinics – Beta, Eta
and Upsilon.
Another limitation of the study is establishing temporal precedence because the survey
is administered only at a single point in time. Therefore, this study cannot conclude that
increasing a single person’s factor, such as perceived benevolence and integrity of the IT artifact,
will affect their user resistance. The analysis indicates that a different person, with similar
scores on the various constructs but with a higher score on perceived benevolence and integrity
of the IT artifact, will tend to have a lower user resistance score. Therefore, causal inferences
can only be made with respect to theory.
5.2 Theoretical Implications
This study furthers information system research along a number of different research
streams – system trust, user resistance, and technology adoption.

The first theoretical

contribution of this research is in determining the extent to which vendor trust and the
components of IT artifact contribute to user resistance. Perceived benevolence and integrity in
the IT artifact directly, negatively influences user resistance and fully mediates the effect of
vendor trust on user resistance. Perceived competence in the IT artifact was not found to have
a significant effect on user resistance. The second theoretical contribution is the identification
of antecedents – disposition to trust others and PEOU – of vendor trust and the components of
trust in the IT artifact in the context of user resistance rather than use intentions. The third
theoretical contribution is the incorporation of technology adoption factors such as perceived
usefulness, social norms, and perceived voluntariness in a model explaining user resistance
towards an information systems implementation. A final theoretical contribution is that user
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resistance can be studied even when an information system implementation is deemed to be
mandatory and precludes the study of acceptance or use intentions.
A contextual contribution to the user resistance research stream is the study of an RFID
information system in the health care industry that potentially exposes employee performance.
Much research on vendor trust and IT artifact trust takes place either before the information
system is in use or after users have become familiar with the information system. Another
contextual contribution to the literature is the study of an information system just in between
these two periods of time - after implementation but in the initial stage of use.
5.3 Practical Implications
Trust in a vendor and trust in an IT artifact are important factors in acceptance of
technology.

This research informs investors, project sponsors and information systems

practitioners that although these trust factors are also important in the reduction of user
resistance, the interactions of these factors differ in a user resistance context from that of
technology acceptance.

In cases of information systems implementations that threaten

employees by potentially behaving opportunistically in exposing their performance, resources
should be targeted towards bolstering employees’ perceptions that the system behaves
benevolently and with integrity, rather than attempting to improve employees’ perception of
the system’s competence. In particular, stakeholders should focus on fostering a trusting
relationship between the vendor and the users of the system. An additional strategy to
overcome user resistance is to allocate resources towards increasing the system’s ease of use.
5.4 Future Research
Although employees were monitored in this study, their identities were anonymized by
the RFID information system. Future research could study employee resistance whose tracking
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would be overt and where individuals are identified, such as in the case of GPS tracking of
package delivery drivers. User resistance in these situations may include a new category of
behavior – that of “gaming” the system by modifying behavior in such a way to artificially inflate
work performance. Additional research could further study the interaction of vendor trust,
perceived competence in the IT artifact, and perceived benevolence/integrity in the IT artifact in
different scenarios where varying levels of negative outcomes may potentially arise from the IT
artifact behaving opportunistically or not.

Future research could also study the trust

interactions in technology acceptance models, both prior to information system implementation
and when users have become familiar with the vendor and the technology. This study only
explains 39% of the variance in user resistance indicating that there are other contributing
factors. Distrust is not the opposite of trust, and may also influence the degree of user
resistance. Future studies could explore, not just the influence of distrust on user resistance,
but also the relationship between trust and distrust. Similarly, because only 41%, 51% and 57%
of the variances of vendor trust, perceived competence in the IT artifact, and perceived
benevolence and integrity of the IT artifact are respectively explained, future research could
uncover additional trust antecedents within the user resistance context. A social network
analysis of user resistance in the clinics could be performed in the future by linking survey
responses to the actual employee location data generated by the RFID employee location
tracking information system.
5.5 Conclusion
Trust is an important factor in technology acceptance and use intentions.

The

components of vendor trust and trust in the IT artifact were found to interact with one another
and contribute to user resistance. This study is one of the few that employs an empirically
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validated theoretical model to explain user resistance shortly after an information system has
been implemented. The body of information systems research is extended by merging the prior
user resistance literature stream with relevant factors found in the technology adoption
literature stream. A managerial strategy on how to reduce user resistance during the initial use
of the system is presented in order to reduce the probability of system underutilization or
outright implementation failure.
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Table 5: Demographics

Clinic Population
Population
Women
Men
Average Age (years)
Clinicians

93
79%
21%
42
68%

Clinic Sample5
Respondents
Women
Men
Average Age (Years)
Average Years Worked
Full-Time at Clinic
Part-Time at Clinic6

48
77%
23%
46
9.2
66%
33%

Positions
Clinicians
Support Staff
Doctors
Nurses
Medical Assistants
Front Desk Staff
Secretary
Social Worker
Medical Records/Scanner

52%
48%
17
7
7
11
2
1
1

5

Two respondents did not fill out the job position question. One respondent had missing age and gender
information.
6
Employees working part-time in a clinic are primarily clinicians who work full-time for the hospital.
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Table 6: Harman’s Single Factor Test
Total Variance Explained

Component
1

Initial Eigenvalues
% of
Cumulative
Total
Variance
%
13.026
40.707
40.707

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
% of
Cumulative
Total
Variance
%
13.026
40.707
40.707

2

5.514

17.232

57.938

5.514

17.232

57.938

3

2.888

9.026

66.964

2.888

9.026

66.964

4

1.897

5.927

72.891

1.897

5.927

72.891

5

1.772

5.539

78.430

1.772

5.539

78.430

6

1.252

3.911

82.341

1.252

3.911

82.341

7

1.139

3.561

85.902

1.139

3.561

85.902

8

.882

2.757

88.659

9

.695

2.173

90.833

10

.543

1.696

92.529

11

.397

1.240

93.769

12

.387

1.209

94.977

13

.340

1.063

96.040

14

.264

.825

96.865

15

.221

.690

97.555

16

.149

.465

98.020

17

.141

.439

98.459

18

.123

.386

98.845

19

.097

.302

99.147

20

.069

.215

99.362

21

.058

.182

99.544

22

.040

.125

99.669

23

.033

.104

99.773

24

.023

.073

99.846

25

.016

.050

99.896

26

.013

.041

99.937

27

.008

.026

99.963

28

.007

.022

99.985

29

.004

.012

99.997

30

.001

.003

100.000

31

6.922E-17

2.163E-16

100.000

32

-2.555E-16

-7.984E-16

100.000
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Table 7: Factor Analysis Component Matrix
Component

VTC1

1
.864

2
.223

3
.137

4
-.194

5
.045

6
-.130

7
-.181

VTC2

.791

.258

-.123

-.293

.038

.155

-.286

VTC3

.808

.320

-.111

.275

.153

.037

-.169

VTI1

.773

.313

-.320

.258

.230

.002

-.063

VTI2

.802

.266

-.101

.306

.104

.190

-.231

VTI3

.640

-.411

.011

.006

-.179

.279

-.217

VTB1

.572

-.569

-.291

.243

-.254

.081

.063

VTB2

.849

-.019

-.144

.219

.055

.070

.114

VTB3

.721

-.411

.005

.191

-.018

-.074

-.346

ITC1

.855

.330

.234

-.042

.023

-.125

-.088

ITC2

.761

.297

.271

-.056

-.024

-.007

-.045

ITC3

.789

.303

.257

-.168

.032

-.114

.011

ITC4

.816

.335

.234

.122

-.015

-.167

-.094

ITI2

.469

-.420

.113

-.234

-.306

.160

.035

ITB1

.599

-.552

.221

.337

-.197

-.053

.166

ITB2

.670

-.518

.055

.347

-.138

.058

.101

DIS1

.392

.559

-.619

.057

.188

-.062

.217

DIS2

.108

-.324

-.623

-.238

.096

.174

.386

DIS3

.410

.567

-.594

.041

.211

-.109

.225

UR4rev

-.479

.540

.283

.410

-.067

.423

.097

UR5rev

-.451

.559

.255

.380

-.091

.461

.145

UR6rev

-.407

.561

-.265

.234

-.021

-.187

-.143

PEOU1

.443

-.657

-.237

.040

.301

-.130

-.028

PEOU2

.516

-.669

-.205

.011

.233

.015

.177

PEOU3

.601

-.559

.092

.109

.203

.300

.032

PU1

.736

.290

.169

-.386

.034

.251

.269

PU2

.787

.276

.173

-.389

-.105

.123

.159

PU3

.812

.297

.162

-.353

-.068

.089

.128

SN1

.394

.103

-.092

.155

-.680

-.473

.177

SN2

.627

.371

.069

.282

-.399

-.072

.318

PV1

.015

-.263

.684

-.012

.274

-.242

.264

PV2

.176

-.008

.548

.296

.652

-.192

.227
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Table 8: MANOVA Analysis of Clinic and Group Differences
MANOVA Test
Difference between clinics along age, gender and if
clinician
Difference between clinics along endogenous
variables - test 1
Difference between clinics along endogenous
variables - test 2
Difference between participation groups along age,
gender and if clinician
Difference between participation groups along
endogenous variables - test 1
Difference between participation groups along
endogenous variables - test 2
Difference between if clinician or not along
endogenous variables - test 1
Difference between if clinician or not along
endogenous variables - test 2
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Wilks' Value
0.872

p-value
0.453

Significance
Not significant

0.618

0.272

Not significant

0.709

0.633

Not significant

0.962

0.649

Not significant

0.861

0.650

Not significant

0.760

0.206

Not significant

0.866

0.709

Not significant

0.803

0.405

Not significant

Table 9: Internal Validity
Latent
Variable
DIS
ITBenInt
ITComp
PEOU
PU
PV
SN
UR
VTrust

Cronbach’s
Alpha
0.95
0.89
0.95
0.89
0.95
0.79
0.89
0.81
0.94
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Table 10: Square Root of AVE vs. Correlations
Sq. Root of AVE (along the diagonal) - Correlation Matrix
Age
Age
Clinician
DIS
Gender
ITBenInt
ITComp
PEOU
PU
PV
SN
UR
VTrust

1
-0.327
0.197
0.181
-0.173
0.145
-0.136
0.056
0.120
0.055
0.014
-0.016

Clinician
0
1
-0.213
0.128
0.160
-0.097
0.332
-0.078
-0.161
-0.213
-0.224
0.169

DIS
0
0
0.974
0.227
-0.012
0.363
-0.040
0.351
-0.120
0.217
0.016
0.388

Gender ITBenInt ITComp
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0.030 0.905
0
0.348 0.340 0.935
-0.158 0.642 0.166
0.245 0.435 0.740
-0.289 0.265 0.290
0.299 0.243 0.186
-0.164 -0.534 -0.434
0.363 0.667 0.683
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PEOU
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.901
0.245
0.180
0.036
-0.560
0.495

PU
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.958
0.183
0.292
-0.438
0.749

PV
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.910
-0.189
-0.195
0.137

SN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.924
-0.069
0.301

UR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.855
-0.554

VTrust
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.831

Table 11: AVE of Latent Variables
Latent
Variable
DIS
ITBenInt
ITComp
PEOU
PU
PV
SN
UR
VTrust
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AVE
0.95
0.82
0.87
0.81
0.92
0.83
0.85
0.73
0.69

Table 12: Factor Analysis Component Matrix
DIS

ITBenInt

ITComp

PEOU

PU

PV

SN

UR

VTrust

DIS1
DIS3
ITB1
ITB2
ITI2
ITC1
ITC2
ITC3
ITC4
PEOU1
PEOU2
PEOU3
PU1
PU2
PU3
PV1
PV2
SN1
SN2
UR4rev
UR5rev
UR6rev
VTB1
VTB2
VTB3
VTC1
VTC2
VTC3
VTI1
VTI2

0.969
0.978
-0.060
0.036
-0.011
0.346
0.300
0.364
0.345
0.005
-0.046
-0.057
0.389
0.321
0.306
-0.267
0.042
0.193
0.330
-0.014
-0.041
0.090
0.106
0.405
0.082
0.366
0.416
0.505
0.544
0.448

-0.032
0.007
0.928
0.955
0.828
0.320
0.291
0.353
0.306
0.542
0.610
0.581
0.438
0.410
0.405
0.218
0.263
0.237
0.238
-0.431
-0.416
-0.504
0.720
0.651
0.667
0.518
0.377
0.388
0.525
0.499

0.272
0.422
0.350
0.339
0.225
0.963
0.921
0.927
0.928
0.051
0.052
0.298
0.662
0.675
0.779
0.177
0.349
0.157
0.339
-0.376
-0.402
-0.325
0.301
0.627
0.485
0.779
0.653
0.728
0.484
0.620

-0.031
-0.045
0.597
0.654
0.482
0.164
0.131
0.173
0.152
0.879
0.930
0.893
0.214
0.250
0.238
0.112
0.214
0.027
0.084
-0.499
-0.477
-0.447
0.562
0.537
0.571
0.294
0.274
0.274
0.392
0.313

0.306
0.372
0.390
0.389
0.409
0.706
0.665
0.728
0.663
0.108
0.145
0.361
0.938
0.964
0.970
0.109
0.222
0.257
0.467
-0.373
-0.315
-0.419
0.411
0.674
0.446
0.804
0.777
0.668
0.538
0.682

-0.183
-0.060
0.346
0.281
0.071
0.260
0.275
0.260
0.294
0.153
0.132
0.193
0.175
0.173
0.178
0.906
0.915
-0.197
-0.102
-0.115
-0.125
-0.249
0.001
0.145
0.176
0.181
0.011
0.152
0.140
0.100

0.261
0.170
0.267
0.219
0.169
0.189
0.131
0.152
0.223
0.028
-0.007
0.066
0.219
0.342
0.277
-0.222
-0.124
0.996
0.844
-0.085
-0.061
-0.030
0.288
0.277
0.250
0.302
0.199
0.244
0.187
0.282

0.060
-0.022
-0.481
-0.511
-0.457
-0.461
-0.367
-0.417
-0.372
-0.521
-0.474
-0.516
-0.372
-0.399
-0.478
-0.173
-0.181
-0.076
-0.012
0.912
0.927
0.709
-0.643
-0.511
-0.641
-0.471
-0.415
-0.319
-0.241
-0.322

0.343
0.407
0.630
0.688
0.477
0.672
0.590
0.644
0.646
0.391
0.354
0.557
0.671
0.721
0.754
-0.002
0.246
0.276
0.407
-0.518
-0.477
-0.415
0.741
0.867
0.832
0.855
0.842
0.864
0.761
0.919

VTI3

-0.009

0.654

0.360

0.501

0.543

0.103

0.207

-0.573

0.777
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Table 13: Significance of Measurement Item Loadings
T Statistics
(|O/STERR|)

Original
Sample (O)

Sample
Mean (M)

DIS1 <- DIS

7.9302

0.9692

0.9403

DIS3 <- DIS
ITB1 <- ITBenInt
ITB2 <- ITBenInt
ITC1 <- ITComp
ITC2 <- ITComp
ITC3 <- ITComp

22.8175
35.5242
60.195
65.6371
23.9484
38.5572

0.9782
0.928
0.9552
0.963
0.9208
0.9267

0.9773
0.9253
0.9537
0.9619
0.9151
0.9249

ITC4 <- ITComp
ITI2 <- ITBenInt
PEOU1 <- PEOU
PEOU2 <- PEOU
PEOU3 <- PEOU
PU1 <- PU

29.0842
13.4019
10.164
14.748
14.8833
30.7869

0.9279
0.828
0.8785
0.9295
0.8934
0.9383

0.9249
0.8242
0.8622
0.9176
0.8953
0.9342

PU2 <- PU
PU3 <- PU
PV1 <- PV
PV2 <- PV
SN1 <- SN
SN2 <- SN

52.2948
91.0685
3.8633
3.2722
2.975
2.4392

0.964
0.9704
0.9054
0.9155
0.9938
0.8586

0.9622
0.969
0.8512
0.8342
0.8345
0.8152

UR4rev <- UR
UR5rev <- UR
UR6rev <- UR
VTB1 <- VTrust
VTB2 <- VTrust
VTB3 <- VTrust

12.2065
12.8614
5.3092
5.3381
24.8545
7.2298

0.9024
0.9183
0.725
0.7286
0.8669
0.8241

0.9134
0.9263
0.6743
0.7184
0.8676
0.8096

VTC1 <- VTrust
VTC2 <- VTrust
VTC3 <- VTrust
VTI1 <- VTrust
VTI2 <- VTrust
VTI3 <- VTrust

20.635
16.3071
21.6615
8.5538
46.4811
5.7613

0.8589
0.8462
0.8713
0.7707
0.923
0.7671

0.861
0.8477
0.875
0.7759
0.927
0.7522
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Table 14: Path Coefficients
Path

Significance

Age -> UR
DIS -> VTrust
Gender -> UR
ITBenInt -> PU
ITBenInt -> UR
ITComp -> PU
ITComp -> UR
PEOU -> ITBenInt
PEOU -> ITComp
PEOU -> PU
PEOU -> VTrust
PU -> UR
PV -> UR
SN -> UR
VTrust -> ITBenInt
VTrust -> ITComp
VTrust -> PU

Not significant
> 2.58
Not significant
Not significant
>2
>2
Not significant
> 2.58
>2
Not significant
> 3.29
Not significant
Not significant
Not significant
> 2.58
> 3.29
>2
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T
Statistics
0.165
2.636
0.502
0.119
2.077
2.327
0.467
2.836
2.348
0.572
4.312
0.462
0.006
0.714
2.652
6.322
2.501

β
-0.025
0.418
-0.102
0.017
-0.460
0.398
-0.166
0.421
-0.223
-0.079
0.505
-0.138
-0.001
0.153
0.455
0.798
0.506

Table 15: R2 Values
Latent Variable

R2

IT Artifact Competence
IT Artifact
Benevolence/Integrity
Vendor Trust
Perceived Usefulness
User Resistance

0.51
0.57
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0.41
0.66
0.39

Table 16: Hypotheses
H1a
H1b

Vendor trust +  IT Artifact competence
Vendor trust +  IT Artifact benevolence/integrity

Supported
Supported

H2a

IT Artifact competence -  User resistance

Not supported

H2b

IT Artifact benevolence/integrity -  User resistance

Supported

H3
H4
H5
H6a
H6b
H6c
H7a
H7b
H7c

Subjective norms -  User resistance
Disposition to trust +  Vendor trust
PEOU +  PU
PEOU +  IT Artifact Competence
PEOU +  IT Artifact Benevolence/Integrity
PEOU +  Vendor trust
IT Artifact competence +  PU
IT Artifact benevolence/intetrity +  PU
Vendor trust +  PU
PU -  User resistance
Perceived voluntariness 0  User resistance

Not supported
Supported
Not supported
Reversed Sign
Supported
Supported
Supported
Not supported
Supported

H8
H9

+  Positively influences

-

 Negatively influences
0  Zero influence
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Not supported
Supported

Table 17: Measurement Item Descriptive Statistics
Item
DIS1
DIS2
DIS3
ITB1
ITB2
ITI2
ITC1
ITC2
ITC3
ITC4
PEOU1
PEOU2
PEOU3
PU1
PU2
PU3
PV1
PV2
SN1
SN2
UR4rev
UR5rev
UR6rev
VTB1
VTB2
VTB3
VTI1
VTI2
VTI3
VTC1
VTC2
VTC3

N Min Max Mean
47
1
7
6.0
47
4
7
6.2
47
1
7
6.1
47
1
7
4.5
48
1
7
4.9
47
1
7
5.2
48
1
7
5.0
48
1
7
4.9
48
1
7
4.7
48
1
7
4.7
39
1
7
5.6
38
1
7
5.9
39
1
7
5.9
48
1
7
5.4
48
1
7
5.2
48
1
7
4.9
47
1
7
2.9
44
1
7
3.8
48
1
7
4.4
48
1
7
4.4
48
1
7
2.2
48
1
7
2.2
48
1
7
2.9
48
1
7
5.3
48
1
7
4.8
48
1
7
5.5
48
1
7
5.3
48
1
7
5.2
48
2
7
5.4
48
1
7
4.9
47
1
7
5.1
48
1
7
5.1
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Std. Dev.
1.2
0.9
1.1
1.5
1.6
1.5
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.7
1.6
1.4
1.6
1.6
1.8
1.6
2.4
2.5
1.8
1.8
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.7
1.5
1.4
1.5
1.3
1.7
1.5
1.6

Appendix A: Pre-Survey Interview Protocol
Sources are a doctor, nurse, and a front desk staff employee at Gamma Clinic. In the following
questions, RFID system refers to one of more of its components as used by the interviewee.
These components may include the use of the RFID tags, the RFID application used by the
receptionists to assign and un-assign tags, and the information supplied to the clinic in the form
of graphs, model simulations and recommendations for process changes.
General questions
What are your thoughts about the RFID system?
What convinced you to participate in the RFID project and wear the RFID tags?
What benefits do you expect from using the RFID system?
What concerns do you have about the RFID system?
What concerns do you have about possible future job changes as a result of using the RFID
system?
What are your thoughts about your interactions with the RFID system?
What has affected your trust in this RFID project?

Purpose of RFID System
What is the reason for installation of the RFID system?
What significant needs by the clinic do you expect this RFID system to address?
What expectations do you have of the RFID system?
What would lead you to regard this RFID project as a success?
What consequences do you expect from using the RFID system?
What would lead you to regard this RFID project as a failure?

Concerns
Do you or your staff feel dependent on the RFID system in any way? How?
What concerns do you or your staff have about the RFID tags?
What helped to alleviate your concerns or your staff’s concerns about wearing the RFID tags?
What would alleviate your concerns about potential job changes in the future as a result of the
RFID project?
What other concerns do you have about the RFID system?

Resistance
What consequences or outcomes from using the RFID system would lead you / have led you to
resist using it?
In what ways would you resist / have you resisted using the RFID system?
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Benefits
What potential benefits do you anticipate from participating in this RFID project?
Personal efficiencies?
Personal advantages?
Lowering costs / increasing revenues / increasing profits?
Quality of care?
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Appendix B: Rho Clinic Survey Instrument
Survey: Clinical Experience with RFID System
As part of the RFID in Clinical Workflow project we want to conduct a survey. We want to be sure
the new system makes your job more satisfying and not more difficult. To understand this we want
to survey you about your job before and after the technology roll out. Attached is a survey that
measures job satisfaction and attitudes about technology. This survey will take approximately 10
minutes.
The survey is anonymous. No identifiable information will be collected or stored. You have the right
not to participate. There is no risk to you for either participating or not participating. Data gathered
from the survey will be presented only in the aggregate.
Thank you for your time in advance,
on behalf of
Wilson Wong
PhD Candidate, Bentley University
Dr. James Stahl
Senior Scientist, MGH Institute for Technology Assessment
Associate Professor of Medicine, Harvard University
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Only for clinics that participated in a previous version of the RFID system and are implementing a
new version:
Did you participate in the previous version of the RFID system by wearing an RFID tag prior to one
month ago?
Did you participate in the previous version of the RFID system by assigning and unassigning RFID
tags prior to one month ago?

Please circle your answers between 1 and 10
How are you feeling today?
Worst 1
2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Best

How lively or energetic do you feel on a typical work day?
Lowest 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9

10

Highest

What is your sense of personal accomplishment on a typical work day
Lowest 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10

Highest

How empowered or engaged do you feel on a typical work day?
Lowest 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10

Highest

I trust people unless I have a reason not to
Do Not Agree 1
2
3

4

5

6

7 Agree

I give people the benefit of the doubt
Do Not Agree 1
2

3

4

5

6

7 Agree

I trust people until they prove otherwise
Do Not Agree 1
2
3

4

5

6

7 Agree

As you know, at present the RFID system is anonymizing the user data. In order to understand the
attitudes of technology in general, we would like to ask the following questions based on your
current understanding.

I am concerned the RFID application is collecting too much personal information about me
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Not Concerned 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Concerned

The RFID team should devote more time and effort to preventing unauthorized access to personal
informationDo Not Agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree

The RFID team should have better procedures to correct errors in personal information
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree

The RFID team should not use personal information for any purpose unless it has been authorized by
the individuals who provided the information
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree

Overall, I am familiar with the RFID system
Do Not Agree 1
2
3

4

5

6

7 Agree

Overall, I am familiar with the RFID team
Do Not Agree 1
2
3

4

5

6

7 Agree

The RFID system is competent and effective in recording the location and time captured by an RFID
tag
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree

The RFID system is competent and effective in recording when a health professional’s RFID tag and a
patient’s RFID tag are in the same room at the same time
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree
The RFID system performs its role of tracking the movement of a person wearing an RFID tag in a
clinic very well
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree
Overall, this RFID system is a capable and proficient person locator
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6

7 Agree

The RFID system adheres to commitments to keep my personal information private and anonymous
Do Not Agree 1

2

3

4
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5

6

7 Agree

The RFID system adheres to commitments NOT to track RFID tags when they are in the bathroom
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree
The RFID system captures information in a way that keeps my best interests in mind
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree
The RFID system captures information in a way that puts my best interests first
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree
The RFID team is competent and effective in providing clinic workflow information based on the
RFID data
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree
The RFID team is capable and proficient in analyzing clinic workflows
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6

7 Agree

The RFID team is knowledgeable about clinic workflow
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5

7 Agree

6

The RFID team honors its commitment to keep my personal information private and anonymous
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree

Promises made by the RFID team are reliable
Do Not Agree 1
2
3

4

5

6

7

Agree

The RFID team is open in dealing with me
Do Not Agree 1
2
3

4

5

6

7

Agree

The RFID team acts in my best interest
Do Not Agree 1
2
3

4

5

6

7

Agree

The RFID team puts my interests first
Do Not Agree 1
2

4

5

6

7

Agree

6

7

Agree

3

The RFID team is ready and willing to assist and support me
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
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I will comply with a change to a new way of working as a result of RFID system recommendations
Not Comply 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Comply

I will cooperate with a change to a new way of working as a result of RFID system recommendations
Not Cooperate 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Cooperate
I do NOT oppose a change to a new way of working as a result of RFID system recommendations
Oppose 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Do NOT oppose

The RFID system is useful for determining patient wait times
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5

6

7

Agree

The RFID system is useful for determining the amount of time a health care professional spends with
a patient
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree
Overall, the RFID system is useful for improving the operations of this clinic
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree

People who are important to me think that I should use the RFID system
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Agree

People who influence my behavior think that I should use the RFID system
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree
Overall, I am familiar with the RFID system
Do Not Agree 1
2
3

4

5

6

7 Agree

Overall, I am familiar with the RFID team
Do Not Agree 1
2
3

4

5

6

7 Agree

My boss does not require me to adopt the RFID system
Require 1
2
3
4
5

6

7

Does Not Require

Although it might be helpful, adopting the RFID system is certainly not compulsory in my job
Compulsory 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Not Compulsory
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Please answer questions 41 to 46 with respect to wearing the RFID tags.

I will comply with the change to the new way of working with the RFID tags
Not Comply 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Comply
I will cooperate with the change to the new way of working with the RFID tags
Not Cooperate 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Cooperate

Specifically thinking about this technology, I oppose the change to the new way of working with the
RFID tags
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree
My interaction with the RFID system is clear and understandable
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6

7

Agree

Learning to use the RFID system was easy
Do Not Agree 1
2
3

4

5

6

7

Agree

Overall, the RFID system is easy to use
Do Not Agree 1
2
3

4

5

6

7

Agree

The RFID team has a good reputation
Do not know 0
Do Not Agree 1
2

4

5

6

7

Agree

5

6

7

Agree

3

The RFID information system has a good reputation
Do not know 0
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4

Gender

____Female

Age

____ 20-25 ____26-30
____31-35
____36-40
____41-45
____ 51-55
____ 56-60
____ 61-65
____ Over 65

____Male
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____ 46-50

Position: ____ Doctor
Interpreter

____ Nurse

____ Medical Assistant

___Front Desk Staff ____

Other: ______________________________________________________

Do you work full time or part time at this clinic location?
____Full-time
____ Part-time: ______ hrs/week on average
Years worked at this clinic location

_____ yrs.

Questions (51 to 57) are to be answered only if you use the RFID tag assign/unassign application:

The RFID system is competent and effective in assigning and unassigning RFID tags to patients
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Agree

I will comply with the change to the new way of working with the RFID application
Not Comply 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Comply
I will cooperate with the change to the new way of working with the RFID application
Not Cooperate 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Cooperate

Specifically thinking about this technology, I do NOT oppose the change to the new way of working
with the RFID application
Oppose 1
2
3
4
5
6
7 Do NOT Oppose
My interaction with the RFID system is clear and understandable
Do Not Agree 1
2
3
4
5
6

7

Agree

Learning to use the RFID system was easy
Do Not Agree 1
2
3

7

Agree

4

Overall, the RFID system is easy to use
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5

6

Do Not Agree 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

Do you have any other comments for us?

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your help!
This information will help us understand how changes to the clinic (for example, new devices or
procedures) affect the working environment over time.
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Appendix C: Alpha and Gamma Clinics Online Survey Instrument
Survey: Clinical Experience with RFID System

As part of the RFID in Clinical Workflow project we want to conduct a survey. The RFID system is
one of many new technologies and systems you are being either exposed to or asked to work
with. We want to be sure the new system makes your job more satisfying or not more difficult.
To understand this we want to survey you about your job before and after the technology roll
out. Attached is a survey that measures attitudes about technology and job satisfaction related
to it. This survey will take approximately 15 minutes.

The survey is anonymous. You have the right not to participate. There is no risk to you for
either participating or not participating. Data gathered from the survey will be presented only in
the aggregate.
Thank you for your time in advance,
on behalf of the MGH RFID in Clinical Workflow Project team

Wilson Wong
Doctoral Candidate
Bentley University
Phone 617 492 7027
wwong@bentley.edu

James E. Stahl MD, CM, MPH
Principal Investigator
Phone 617 724 4447
James@mgh-ita.org, jstahl@partners.org
Did you participate in the previous version of the RFID system by wearing an RFID tag prior to
three month ago?
Yes

No

Did you participate in the previous version of the RFID system by assigning and un-assigning
RFID tags to patients prior to three month ago?
Yes

No
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Overall, I am familiar with the RFID team
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID team has a good reputation
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Neutral
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Do Not
Know

Overall, I am familiar with the RFID information system
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID information system has a good reputation
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Neutral
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Do Not
Know

In general, I trust people, unless I have a reason not to
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

In general, I give people the benefit of the doubt
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

In general, I trust people until they prove otherwise
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

We want to take a snapshot of how you are feeling today (the day you are taking this survey)
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How you are feeling today?
Worst2

3

4

5

6

Best

How lively or energetic do you feel on a typical work day?
Lowest 2

3

4

5

6

Highest

What is your sense of personal accomplishment on a typical work day?
Lowest 2

3

4

5

6

Highest

How empowered or engaged do you feel on a typical work day?
Lowest 2

3

4

5

6

Highest

As you may know, at present the RFID system stores user data anonymously. In order to
understand the attitudes of technology in general, we would like to ask the following questions
based on your understanding during these initial stages of the current RFID system
implementation.
Relative to a typical cell phone plan, I am concerned the RFID system is collecting too much
personal information
Not
Concerned

2

3

4

5

6

Concerned

Relative to a patient tracking program, I am concerned the RFID system is collecting too much
personal information
Not
2
Concerned

3

4

5

6

Concerned N/A

The RFID system is competent and effective in recording when a health professional’s RFID tag
and a patient’s RFID tag are in the same room at the same time
Strongly

Disagree

Somewhat

Neutral
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Somewhat

Agree

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Agree

The RFID system is useful for determining the amount of time a health care professional
spends with a patient
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID system adheres to commitments to keep personal information private and
anonymous
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID system is competent and effective in recording the location and time captured by an
RFID tag
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID system adheres to commitments NOT to track RFID tags when they are in the
bathroom
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID system captures information in a way that keeps my best interests in mind
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

People who are important to me think that I should use the RFID system
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral
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Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID system performs its role of tracking the movement of a person wearing an RFID tag
in a clinic very well
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID system captures information in a way that puts my best interests first
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I would oppose/support change to a new way of working as a result of RFID system
recommendations
Strongly
Oppose

Oppose

Somewhat
Oppose

Neutral

Somewhat
Support

Support

Strongly
Support

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID system is useful for determining patient wait times
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

People who influence my behavior think that I should use the RFID system
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Overall, this RFID system is a capable and proficient person locator
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Overall, the RFID system is useful for improving the operations of this clinic
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral
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Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

My boss does NOT require me to adopt the RFID system
Require

2

3

4

5

6

Does NOT
Require

Although it might be helpful, adopting the RFID system is certainly NOT compulsory in my job
Compulsory 2

3

4

5

6

NOT
Compulsory

The RFID team should devote substantial time and effort to preventing unauthorized access to
personal information
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID team should have strong procedures to correct errors in personal information
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID team should not use personal information for any purpose unless it has been
authorized by the individuals who provided the information
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID team is competent and effective in providing clinic workflow information based on
the RFID data
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID team is capable and proficient in analyzing clinic workflows
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral
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Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID team is knowledgeable about clinic workflow
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID team honors its commitment to keep personal information private and anonymous
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Neutral

Promises made by the RFID team are reliable
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

The RFID team is open in dealing with me
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

The RFID team acts in my best interest
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

I will cooperate with a change to a new way of working as a result of RFID system
recommendations
NOT
Cooperate

2

3

4

5

6

Cooperate

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

The RFID team puts my interests first
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree
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The RFID team is ready and willing to assist and support me
Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Neutral

Strongly
Agree

Agree

I will comply with a change to a new way of working as a result of RFID system
recommendations
NOT Comply2

3

4

5

6

Comply

Are you participating or going to participate in the current RFID project by wearing the RFID
tags?
Yes
No
Please answer the following questions on this page with respect to wearing the RFID tags.
Specifically thinking about this technology,

I will cooperate with the change to the new way of working with the RFID tags
NOT
Cooperate

2

3

4

5

6

Cooperate

Agree

Strongly
Agree

My interaction with the RFID system is clear and understandable
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

I oppose/support the change to the new way of working with the RFID tags
Strongly
Oppose

Oppose

Somewhat
Oppose

Neutral

Somewhat
Support

Support

Strongly
Support

Somewhat

Agree

Strongly

Learning to use the RFID system was easy
Strongly

Disagree

Somewhat

Neither
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Disagree

Disagree

Agree nor
Disagree

Agree

Agree

Overall, the RFID system is easy to use
Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I will comply with the change to the new way of working with the RFID tags
Not Comply2

3

4

5

6

Comply

Are you participating or going to participate in the current RFID project by assigning and
unassigning RFID tags to patients?
Yes
No
Please answer the following questions on this page with respect to the application used to
assign and unassign RFID tags to patients. Specifically, thinking about this technology

I will cooperate with the change to the new way of working with the RFID assign/unassign
application
NOT
Cooperate

2

3

4

5

6

Cooperate

Agree

Strongly
Agree

My interaction with the RFID system is clear and understandable
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

I oppose/support the change to the new way of working with the RFID assign/unassign
application
Strongly
Oppose

Oppose

Somewhat
Oppose

Neutral
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Somewhat
Support

Support

Strongly
Support

Learning to use the RFID system was easy
Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Overall, the RFID system is easy to use
Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Disagree

I will comply with the change to the new way of working with the RFID assign/unassign
application
Not Comply2

3

4

5

6

Comply

The RFID system is competent and effective in assigning and unassigning RFID tags to patients
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Data collected from the following questions will be used solely in the aggregate for the purposes
of the research study and will NOT be used to identify individuals.
Gender
Male

Female

Age
20-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 56-60 61-65 Over 65

Position
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Do you work full time or part time at this clinic location?

How many years have you worked at this clinic location?

Do you have any other comments for us?

Thank you for your help!
This information will help us understand how changes to the clinic (for example, new devices or
procedures) affect the working environment over time.
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Appendix D: RFID Processes
Dr. R works in coordination with a clinic manager to agree to study clinic workflow by
having an RFID system installed to record both employee and patient locations in a clinic
throughout the day. An active RFID system was chosen for this project because the signal would
not be prone to being blocked by furniture or other objects as can happen with passive RFID
systems. Once an agreement has been reached between the RFID team and the clinic manager,
the RFID hardware is installed and the RFID software is fine-tuned so RFID tags can be
pinpointed as being in a single specific room instead of appearing in more than one location.
The installation and fine tuning of the RFID hardware takes approximately one to two months
from inception. The RFID team then customizes the RFID software to the clinic’s configuration
in terms of the floor plans and personnel.
Operating as a vendor, the RFID team provides the following services and equipment:
1. RFID Hardware (IT Artifacts)
•

Active RFID tags that are worn by health care professionals, support staff and
patients. Tags broadcast many times a second.

•

RFID receivers that are placed in the waiting room, receptionist area, patient rooms,
and the lab triangulate the location of the RFID tags

2. RFID System Software
a. Raw location and time data generated by the RFID tags and receivers is stored in
an SQL database maintained by the hardware vendor
b. The RFID tag assign and un-assign application that is used by the receptionists
and managers to make the assignments and un-assignments of the tags through
the use of a bar code reader.
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c. Customized software in the form of automated Perl scripts process the data on
a weekly basis. Raw location and time data is processed to generate co-location
data between health care professionals and patients and between health care
professionals and one another.
d. Additional customized software, semi-automated SAS programs, further
analyzes the co-location and generates co-location data for the clinics in the
form of graphs and interactive clinic models. This analysis is to take place on a
monthly basis but has averaged approximately once every three months up until
now.

Further automation of SAS analysis is expected to bring down the

response time to once per month per clinic.
3. Job process change recommendations in the form of “clinic interventions”
RFID Assign and Unassign Processes
1. At the start of the study, clinic health care professionals are assigned a permanent RFID
tag that is to be worn throughout the entire working day for the duration of the study.
2. Upon arrival to the clinic, patients are given literature that explains the use of the RFID
tags is to improve quality of care
3. Patients who agree to be part of the study are assigned RFID tags by receptionists for
the duration of the visit. Patients wear the RFID tags for the duration of their clinic visit.
4. Locations of patients and health care professionals are tracked in the clinic
5. When patients leave, they usually return RFID tags to the clinic. Some patients either
choose to keep the RFID tags or forget to return them before leaving the clinic. Eta
Clinic had a higher rate of non-returns than the other clinics.
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RFID Detailed Data Collection
1. RFID receivers record time and location data of RFID tags and store it in an SQL database
2. A Perl script exports data from a RFID active tag database system using MySQL
commands
3. Data Cleansing is performed by using Perl to
•

remove short durations less than 60 seconds because these durations most likely
represent people walking past corridors or briefly stopping by a room without
speaking to a patient

•

retain only data that is generated during working hours of the clinic

•

replace repeating data between start and end times at a location with a single data
point containing a summation of the time spent at that location

•

removal of data generated by patient RFID tags that were not returned to
receptionists at the end of the patient visit
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